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Abstract

In Image Classification, pictures of the same type of object can have very differ-
ent pixel values. Traditional norm-based metrics therefore fail to identify objects
in the same category. Topology is a branch of mathematics that deals with
homeomorphic spaces, by discarding length. With topology, we can discover
patterns in the image that are invariant to rotation, translation and warping.

Persistent Homology is a new approach in Applied Topology that studies
the presence of continuous regions and holes in an image. It has been used
successfully for image segmentation and classification [12]. However, current
approaches in image classification require a grayscale image to generate the
persistence modules. This means information encoded in colour channels is
lost.

This thesis investigates whether the information in the red, green and blue
colour channels of an RGB image hold additional information that could help
algorithms classify pictures. We apply two recent methods, one by Adams
[2] and the other by Hofer [25], on the CUB-200-2011 birds dataset [40] and
find that Hofer’s method produces significant results. Additionally, a modified
method based on Hofer that uses the RGB colour channels produces significantly
better results than the baseline, with over 48 % of images correctly classified,
compared to 44 % and with a more significant improvement at lower resolutions.
This indicates that colour channels do provide significant new information and
generating one persistence module per colour channel is a viable approach to
RGB image classification.
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Nomenclature

N The space of Natural Numbers
Rn The space of real numbers of dimension n
R+ The positive real numbers
R≥0 The non-negative real numbers
Cn The space of complex numbers of dimension n
An An Affine space of dimension n
En An Euclidean space of dimension n
Mn A Metrizable space of dimension n
(X, τ) A topological space with topology τ
(G, ◦) A group over the set G with binary operator ◦.
< x, y > The standard scalar product
||x|| The standard norm, defined as √< x, x >
||x||p The p-norm, defined as (xp

1+, ...,+xp
n)

1/p

dim(U) The dimension of space U .
σp A simplex of dimension p.
Br(p) The ball of radius r centred on p.
Zp(K) The group of closed chains of dimension p in an

oriented complex.
Bp(K) The group of exact chains of dimension p in an

oriented complex K.
Hp(K) The Homology Group of dimension p in an ori-

ented complex K.
E[X] The Expected Value of a Stochastic Variable.
i.i.d. Independent and identically distributed.
PDF Probability Density Function.
|S| The number of items in set S.
α < β α is a face of β
α > γ α is a coface of γ
V A persistence module
D The space of persistence diagrams
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Topological Data Analysis is a new, promising field in Big Data. Topology
allows for the rigorous study of homeomorphic probability density functions.
Topological methods define continuity and connectedness without the concept
of distance, therefore spaces with very different geometries are considered equiv-
alent, if one can define a homeomorphism between them. Much of Topology is
finding suitable attributes of non-homeomorphic topological spaces that allow
us to distinguish them from one another.

Certain attributes are particularly good for distinguishing non-homeomporhic
probability spaces. Topological methods can therefore be used to identify simi-
lar functions that have very different domains, extracting qualitative knowledge
out of messy data. Topology in itself is theoretically sound and well-understood,
thus the translation from an analytical to a probabilistic domain can be done
with relatively few hazards. This means topological methods generally provide
reliable results.

Algebraic Topology is a branch of Topology that uses algebra to study topo-
logical spaces. As algebraic objects, we can add, subtract and create maps
between topologies. We can create Complexes - formal sums of topological
spaces - to calculate whether topological spaces differ.

Homology is a sub-field of Algebraic Topology, studying how one can asso-
ciate abelian groups to topological spaces, to capture the notion of holes in a
space. Homology creates a rich class of attributes that we can use to distinguish
topological spaces that are not equivalent. Recent research into a particular way
of creating subcomplexes, using some metric such as time or intensity, has led
to the definition of persistent homology; the homological structures that remain
for some distance.

With certain types of data, losing colour information can significantly impact
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

a classifier’s ability to understand the scene. In ecology, birds often have distinct
coloured markings like a red spot on the wing (Red-winged blackbirds, see Figure
6.3.3) or an overall colour palette that distinguishes them from related species
in the family (like Warblers) [40]. Therefore it is highly valuable for image
classification to adapt the persistent homology method so that it can utilise
colour.

This thesis will explore Persistent Homology in two-dimensional images. Re-
cent research in the field has focused on how to extract persistence modules from
grayscale images, and some new methods to combine the red, green and blue
colour channels of an RGB image into a grayscale image [2] [25]. This the-
sis instead uses the colour channels directly to compute separate subcomplexes
for each channel, generating three persistence modules whose vectorisations are
then concatenated. This is compared to simply repeating the vectorisation of
the grayscale persistence module thrice. Although simple, this model will dis-
cover whether there is more information in colour-specific persistence modules
than in a grayscale persistence module. This follows a recent article by Chung
and Lawson (2019) [14].

The persistence modules are not themselves suited to classification, but will
need to be vectorised. To do this, we use the Persistence Images model by Adams
[2] and the Signature Neural Network Layer by Hofer [25]. The latter builds on
a general realisation that convolutional neural networks can be combined with
persistence modules to generate more accurate classifications, for instance in
cancer research [34]. Traditionally powerful architectures like ResNet can also
be used together with persistence modules [13].

The structure of this thesis is as follows. First, some preliminary concepts in
Algebra and Probability Theory will be introduced. This will be followed by an
introduction to Topology. We will then describe Complexes, algebraic structures
that we use to compute topological properties of probability spaces. In the
Homology chapter we will describe a particular such property that is useful in
Big Data, the persistent homology. Finally, we will introduce algorithms used
in Topological Data Analysis to compute persistent homology on digital images,
to use in classification algorithms.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Algebra
The power of algebraic topology is that we can use algebraic constructions to
reason about topological objects. We will therefore introduce some key concepts
in abstract algebra that will be used later on. The material in this chapter is
based on the textbook by Judson [27]. The purpose of this section is to explain
abelian, cyclic and quotient groups, as well as introduce finite fields, finitely
generated group decomposition and multisets. The reader who is familiar with
these concepts can safely skip to the next section.

Abstract Algebra is a generalisation of the concepts encountered in Linear
Algebra. We will rigorously define the concept of a binary operator. We will
also define a group, or the set on which the binary operator acts. We will then
define an abelian, or addition, operator, introduce cyclic groups and show how
to define a special group of subgroups, the quotient group. Finally we will show
how to decompose abelian groups in direct product of cyclic groups. These are
what we use in homology and persistent homology.

Definition 2.1. A binary operator ◦ on a set G is a function G × G → G
that assigns to each pair (a, b) ∈ G×G a unique element a ◦ b ∈ G. We say that
G is closed under ◦.

We say that a binary operator

1. is associative if (a ◦ b) ◦ c = a ◦ (b ◦ c) ∀ a, b, c ∈ G,

2. has an identity e ∈ G if a ◦ e = e ◦ a = a ∀ a ∈ G,

3. is commutative if a ◦ b = b ◦ a ∀ a, b ∈ G.

Byttner, 2019. 3



4 Chapter 2. Preliminaries

4. An element a ∈ G has an inverse a−1 if a ◦ a−1 = e.

If ◦ is associative on G with identity element e ∈ G such that each
element in G has an inverse in G, then (G, ◦) is a group. If ◦ is also com-
mutative, (G, ◦) is an abelian group. We use + to denote a binary operator
that is commutative and 0 to denote the identity element of an abelian group.
For non-abelian groups, we usually write ab for a ◦ b where a, b ∈ (G, ◦).

The group is one of the most useful concepts in algebra. The reader will
be familiar with groups from ordinary arithmetic, but groups are also used to
describe symmetries, such as the rotations of a Rubik’s Cube. We will use
groups to describe how one can add and subtract simplices, or ”triangles” in
arbitrary dimensions, in the Complexes chapter.

Example 2.2. (R,+), (C/{0}, ·) and (Z,+) are abelian groups. (Cn×n, ·), the
set of invertible n × n-matrices with matrix multiplication is a (non-abelian)
group. (N,+) is not a group, since 0 is the only invertible element.

Definition 2.3. Let (G, ◦) be a group. If H ⊂ G and (H, ◦) is a group, then
(H, ◦) is a subgroup of (G, ◦). We write that (H, ◦) ≤ (G, ◦) or that H ≤ G if
the binary operation is clear from the context.

Example 2.4. (Z,+) ≤ (Q,+) ≤ (R,+) ≤ (C,+)

We will soon introduce the quotient group and prove that it is, in fact,
a group. However, before we do so, we will need to introduce cosets, normal
subgroups and Lagrange’s Theorem. Our treatment of these topics will be
very brief, for we will only deal with abelian groups, to which every subgroup
is normal, in the rest of the chapters. The proofs of the following theorems can
be found in Judson [27].

Definition 2.5. Let (G, ◦) be a group and H ≤ G. Then we define the left
coset gH = {gh : h ∈ H} and right coset Hg = {hg : h ∈ H}.

Theorem 2.6. Let G be a group and let H ≤ G. Then G is the disjoint union
of the left (right) cosets of H in G, i.e. the left (right) cosets of H partition G.

Definition 2.7. Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G. If gH = Hg ∀ g ∈
G, then H is a normal subgroup of G.

Definition 2.8. Let G be a group and H ≤ G. The order |G|/|H| is the number
of elements in G over the number of elements in H. It is called the index of
H in G.

Proposition 2.9. Let (G,+) be an abelian group and H ≤ G. Then H is is a
normal subgroup of G.
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Proof. gH = {gh : h ∈ H} = {hg : h ∈ H} = Hg ∀ g ∈ G.

Theorem 2.10 (Lagrange’s Theorem). [27] Let G be a group and H ≤ G.
Then |G|/|H| is a positive integer.

Lagrange’s Theorem carries with it many consequences for subgroups that
we will not discuss here. Note however that since the index of a subgroup over
its group is indeed an integer, we can express certain properties of Topological
Spaces - as we will see in the Homology chapter - with integer multiplicities.

Definition 2.11. Let G be a group and let H be a normal subgroup of G.
Then we define the quotient group G/H = {gH : g ∈ G} with the operator
◦ : G/H ×G/H → G/H as aH ◦ bH = abH.

Theorem 2.12. The quotient group is a group.

Proof. Let G be a subgroup and let H be a normal subgroup of G. If a, b ∈ G
and h1, h2 ∈ H, then ah1 ∈ aH, bh2 ∈ bH and h1h2 ∈ H. But, ah1bh2 =
abh1h2 ∈ abH. Additionally, e ∈ H, thus ah ∈ aH iff abhe = abh ∈ abH.
Associativity and inverses are inherited from G.

Theorem 2.13. Let G be a group and let a ∈ G be any element in G. Then
the set ⟨a⟩ = {ak : k ∈ Z} is a subgroup of G. This particular subgroup is called
the cyclic subgroup generated by a.

Example 2.14. The group ⟨i⟩ in C is a cyclic subgroup of ({α ∈ C : |α| = 1}, ∗).

Definition 2.15. Let G be a group. If ∃ a ∈ G : G = ⟨a⟩ then G is a cyclic
group.

Definition 2.16. Let + be the usual additive operator and let · be the usual
multiplicative operator over C and let p ∈ N+. Then we define a+p b = (a+ b)
mod p for a, b ∈ C where mod is the modulo operator giving the remainder after
integer division with p. We also define a ·p b = (a · b) mod p. We write + and ·
rather than +p and ·p if it is otherwise clear that we are doing operations modulo
some p.

Example 2.17. Let Zp = Z/pZ = {n ∈ Z : 0 ≤ n < p}. Then (Zp,+p) is a
cyclic group. If p is prime, then (Zp \ {0}, ·p) is a cyclic group with the usual
multiplicative operator in C.
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The attentive reader might wonder whether there are multiplicative opera-
tors defined on some Zp if p is not prime. In fact, there is. To see this, consider
the polynomial x2 = x + 1. If we define the set of all polynomials with coef-
ficients in Z2 (denoted Z2[x]) and let ⟨x2 + x + 1⟩ be the cyclic subgroup of
x2 + x+ 1 in Z2, we can use the quotient group Z2[x]/⟨x2 + x+ 1⟩ to define a
multiplicative binary operator ◦3 such that ({1, 2, 3}, ◦3) is a group.

Example 2.18. Let X = Z2[x]/⟨x2 + x+ 1⟩. Then X = {0, 1, x, x+ 1}. With
the usual multiplier · and with the substitution x2 = x+ 1, the products of the
elements in X\{0} are the following:

1 x x+ 1
1 1 x x+ 1
x 1 x+ 1 1

x+ 1 x+ 1 1 x

Identify x with 2 and (x + 1) with 3 and let ·4 be defined according to the
table above. Then 2 ·p 3 = 3 ·p 2 = 1 and 2 ·4 2 = 3 and 3 ·4 3 = 2. Clearly
(Z4 \ {0}, ·4) is a group.

Although we will not explore this, non-primal multiplicative groups are used
to define finite fields used as the coefficient fields for cycles in complexes
(these are concepts that we will introduce later). Having a finite coefficient field
can greatly speed up computations and simplify the structures when defining
homology groups Hp. We will see examples of the special case with Z2 in the
Homology chapter.

Definition 2.19. Let F be a set and +, · be two binary operators, where + is
abelian. If (F,+) and (F \{0}, ·) are groups and (a+b)·c = a·c+b·c∀ a, b, c ∈ F
(we say that · distributes over +), then (F,+, ·) is a field. If F is finite, then
(F,+, ·) is a finite field. We simply write that F is a field if there is no risk
of confusion as to which binary operators are intended.

Example 2.20. R,C and Q are fields. Z2 = {0, 1} is a finite field. (Z4,+4, ·4)
is also a finite field, with ·4 defined as in Example 2.18. In fact, for any bi-
nary operator ·p such that (Z\{0}, ·p) is a group and ·p distributes over +p,
(Zp,+p, ·p) is a finite field.

We will soon introduce a theorem that connects many ideas in this chapter.
The Fundamental Theorem of Finitely Generated Abelian Groups tells
us how to decompose a finitely generated group into cyclic groups, allowing us
to use integer coefficients to describe very abstract objects. This will be useful
to us, since we can talk about cycles in topological spaces using integers.
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Definition 2.21. Let (G, ◦1) and (H, ◦2) be two groups over the sets G and
H. The direct product G×H is the group ({(g, h) : g ∈ G,h ∈ H}, ·) with the
operator · : G×H → G×H = (g1, h1) · (g2, h2) = (g1 ◦1 g2, h1 ◦2 h2).

Definition 2.22. Let G = Zn = Z× ...× Z. Then G is called a lattice.

Definition 2.23. Let G be a group. If there exists a finite subset H < G
such that each element in G can be written as (integral) powers of elements
in H(α ∈ G = hk1

1 ◦ ... ◦ hkn
n : h1, ..., hn ∈ H, k1, ..., kn ∈ Z), then G is finitely

generated.

Theorem 2.24 (Fundamental Theorem of Finitely Generated Abelian Groups).
[27] Every finitely generated abelian group G is isomorphic to a direct product of
cyclic groups of the form Zn×Zp1

× ...×Zpk
where p1, ..., pk are prime numbers

such that p1 ≥ ... ≥ pk.

To finish off this section, we will introduce the multiset, a set in which each
element has a multiplicity. Later when working with filtrated complexes
we will see that the map from the homology groups of the filtrations to
persistence modules does, in fact, induce a multiset. We will later use this
to define persistence diagrams and train classifiers that can identify digital
images using their persistent homology.

Definition 2.25. Let X be a set. A multiset M(X) is a set of pairs (x, n), x ∈
X,n ∈ N where n is the multiplicity of x (how many times x occurs in M(X)).

2.2 Probability Theory
Much of the work presented in the following chapters build on the significant
body of work joining probability theory with topology, mostly through measure
theory. The interested reader can explore the work by Chazal [11] [12]. Here
we will present a brief overview of the relevant probability theory; the material
below is from the textbook by Blom [8]. The reader familiar with probability
density functions (PDFs) and multivariate probability distributions can skip
this section.

In probability theory we talk about the likelihood of getting a certain out-
come from an experiment. We will therefore define the set of events, the space
of all possible outcomes and the probability function, mapping the events to a
real number, representing the likelihood of that event.

Definition 2.26. The result of a random experiment is called an outcome.
The set of possible outcomes, known as the sample space, is denoted Ω. An
event is a set F ⊂ Ω. The set of events is denoted F .
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Definition 2.27 (Kolmogorov Axioms). Let Ω be a sample space. A proba-
bility function P : F → R is a function on Ω that maps a set of events to
probabilities p ∈ R such that

1. Axiom 1: 0 ≤ P (A) ≤ 1 ∀ A ∈ F

2. Axiom 2: P (Ω) = 1, P (∅) = 0

3. Axiom 3: If A1, A2, ... are mutually exclusive events, then P (A1) +
P (A2) + ... = P (A1 ∪A2 ∪ ...)

If F is the set of events in Ω then (Ω,F , P ) is a probability space. P (A)
is called the probability of event A.
Definition 2.28. A stochastic variable X : Ω → R is a function from a
sample space Ω to the real numbers.

Let P : F → R be a probability function. If there exists a function fX(x) : R→
R such that

P (X ∈ A) = P (a ≤ X ≤ b) =

∫ b

a

fX(x)dx =

∫
A

fX(x)dx

for all continuous intervals A ⊆ R with inf(A) = a, sup(A) = b then fX(x)
is a probability density function for X, abbreviated PDF.
Definition 2.29. Let X be a stochastic variable with probability density function
fX . The expected value is the integral

E[X] =

∫
R
xfX(x)dx

We call u = E[X] the mean value of X. We define the variance σ2 of X
as σ2 = E[(X − u)2].
Definition 2.30. Two stochastic variables X, Y are independent if P (X ∈
C, Y ∈ D) = P (X ∈ C)P (Y ∈ D) for all C,D ⊆ R. They are identically
distributed if P (X ∈ A) = P (Y ∈ A) for all A ⊆ R. Two stochastic variables
that are both independent and identically distributed are denoted i.i.d.
Definition 2.31. A multivariate stochastic variable is a vector X= (X1, X2, ..., Xn)
where X1, ..., Xn are stochastic variables on a probability space (Ω,F , P ). X is
also known as a joint distribution. The probability density function for a
multivariate stochastic variable X is a function fX such that

P (X ∈ A) =

∫
A
fX(x)dx

for all compact regions A ∈ Rn.
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Many probability density functions are non-zero everywhere in Rn. To prop-
erly describe these probability density functions with topological methods we
often want to consider only the most likely values. In probability theory we
often talk about confidence intervals - we can define a region within which there
is a 1− δ probability that we will observe an event for a given PDF.

Typical values for δ are 0.05, 0.01 and 3 · 10−7. The first two are commonly
used in biology and psychology whereas the third is standard in particle physics.
The intuitive meaning of this δ is the likelihood that we observed a particular
outcome of an experiment by pure chance.

Definition 2.32. Let fX be a probability density function for some multivariate
stochastic variable X and let δ : 0 ≤ δ < 1. We use A to denote a Riemann
integrable compact subset of Rn and define ||A|| =

∫
A dx.

The set S := arg min ||A|| :
∫

A fX(x) dx = 1 − δ is called the support of
fX. If we can find (a bounded) S when δ = 0 then fX has a finite support.

In this definition we use the Riemann integrability criterion to define S. In
fact, we could have required only that S be Lebesgue integrable. However, the
definition of the Lebesgue integral is beyond the scope of this thesis and the
PDFs that we will analyse are sufficiently well-behaved that Riemann integra-
bility criterion works just as well as the Lebesgue integrability criterion. The
interested reader can consult [1].

Before we finish this section we will introduce some more machinery that
will be useful later when we talk about Persistence Images. The average PDF
of a number of i.i.d. stochastic variables will always approximate a particular
geometric shape, known as a Gaussian, no matter how the stochastic variables
themselves are distributed. This is predicted by the Central Limit Theo-
rem and is discussed in [8]. We will use the Gaussian later as a distribution-
independent way to smoothen the Persistence Diagrams generated from RGB
images. This will be discussed in the Topological Data Analysis chapter.

Example 2.33. The Gaussian Distribution or Gaussian Function is a
very important probability distribution due to a theorem called the Central
Limit Theorem [8]. Given n i.i.d. stochastic variables X1, ..., Xn, their expected
average (X1 + ... + Xn)/n will tend to the Gaussian distribution as n grows
large. The Gaussian Distribution is also known as the Normal Distribution.
In two dimensions the distribution is defined as:

gu(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
e−((x−ux)

2+(y−uy)
2)/2σ2

where u = (ux, uy) is the mean and σ2 is the variance of the distribution [2].
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Figure 2.1: A two-dimensional Gaussian Function
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To define distances between probability density functions (see Definition
3.48), it is of interest to us to define the marginal distribution of a multi-
variate stochastic variable.

Definition 2.34. Let X1, X2 be two stochastic variables with associated prob-
ability density function fX1,X2

. The marginal distribution is the probability
density function

fX1
(x1) =

∫
x2∈R

fX1,X2
(x1, x2)dx2



Chapter 3

Topology

Topology is the study of the properties of spaces that are invariant under con-
tinuous transformations. Topology finds many uses in data analysis, since it
is difficult to describe the underlying space in which data lives [12]. It is sim-
ilar to geometry in that it concerns itself with structure - it is different since
it disregards distance. Topology provides us with powerful tools to describe
general shapes, and to treat the fundamental properties of a space - continuity,
dimension, connectedness - rigorously [41].

The world of measurable functions - which includes stochastic functions[21]
contains many interesting spaces that we cannot work with using only the tools
of analysis and linear algebra. Distances might mean different things along
different dimensions and dimensions are not necessarily independent. In this
world, the more general notions of shapes - a world in which a doughnut looks
like a coffee cup, because it has a hole [41], allows us to make sense of sample
proximity and spread [39], as well as supports of a probability density function
[12].

Ultimately we want to build up an understanding of Complexes - formal
sums of spaces [17]. We use algebraic tools to formally treat sets of spaces
as abelian groups. With these tools we can define the Homology of a space
- a special quotient group describing the ”holes” we can find in Complexes
generated from that space [15] [31] [17] [5]. To do this, we need to understand
two of the fundamental ways to understand topology - Neighbourhoods and
Bases [41]. The material in this section is based on the textbooks by Willard
[41] and Armstrong [5] along with some material from lecture notes by Körner
[29].

Example 3.1. [1] Let Dc = (−∞, c) ∩Q : c ∈ R where R = (−∞,∞), called a

Byttner, 2019. 11
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Dedekind Cut. We call D = {Dc : c ∈ R} the set of Dedekind Cuts.
Then the map f : D → R := f((∞, c)) = c is bijective. In fact, the Dedekind

cuts are a way to define R without the Axiom of Completeness, an axiom that
is otherwise required in most introductory treatments of analysis [23]. We will
see later that if τ is a Topology on R, then we can induce a topology τ ′ from
τ such that (D , τ ′) is a Topological Space.

A Topology on a space X is a generalised notion of how near subspaces
of X are one another[41]. Many of the spaces one encounters in other areas of
mathematics are, in fact, topological spaces.

Definition 3.2. Let X be a set. A topology for X is a collection τ of subsets
of X, called the open sets, such that:

1. X and ∅ are in τ .

2. The union of any family of members of τ is in τ .

3. The finite intersection of any family of members of τ is in τ .

The members of τ are called open sets. A topological space, or simply space,
is a pair (X, τ) of a set X and a topology τ for X.

Example 3.3. Take a paper and draw a dot on it. Call this dot p and the paper
P . Then (P, {P, p, ∅}), (P, {P, ∅}) and (p, {p, ∅}) are all topological spaces. In
particular, {p, ∅} is a subspace topology of {P, p, ∅} and {P, ∅}.

Example 3.4. Let Br(p) = {x ∈ R3 : ||p−x|| < r} be the open ball of radius r
in R3 centred on p and let B be the set of all open balls in R3. Let τ be the set
of all subsets in B, as well as the union and finite intersection of any subsets of
B. Then (R3,τ) is a topological space. We say that B is a basis for τ .

The previous example shows a very large topology τ , with many elements.
Many topologies of interest to us are much smaller.

Definition 3.5. Let τ1, τ2 be two topologies on a space X. We say that τ1 is
larger (finer, stronger) than τ2 and that τ2 is smaller (coarser, weaker) than τ1
iff τ2 ⊂ τ1.

Definition 3.6. Let X be a set. The discrete topology on X is the collection
of all subsets of X.

Example 3.7. The discrete topology on R is the set

τ = {U : U ⊆ R}
.
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Definition 3.8. Let X be a set and S be a set of subsets of X such that ∅, X ∈ S.
The topology τ generated by S is the topology containing all unions and finite
intersections of members of S.

Example 3.9. Let X be a finite set of points in R3 and r > 0. let B(X) =
{Br(p) : p ∈ X} be the set of open balls of radius r centred on points in X.
Let τX be the topology generated from B. Then (R3,τX) is a topological space.
Also, τX is smaller than τ in Example 3.4.

Through topology, we can define notions of continuity and compactness in
spaces that are very different from the real numbers. As we will see throughout
this chapter, these topological definitions let us derive the analytic definitions
[5] [17].

Topologies do not at all have to be infinite like C or compact like a piece
of paper - in fact, there are many discrete and even finite topologies that have
interesting properties [41].

Example 3.10. Let T be the London Underground map and let S be the set
of all stations in T . Let τS be the set of all subsets of S (including S and ∅).
Then (S, τS) is a topological space. For any s ∈ S, s is an open set and an open
neighbour of itself in T .

Example 3.11. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space. Then (Ω,F ) is a topo-
logical space.

3.1 Neighbourhoods
To work with topologies, we will need some tools. One of the two common ways
to reason about topologies is through neighbourhoods [41]. A neighbourhood
is a set surrounding our feature of interest. Neighbourhoods can be defined for
points and more general subsets of a topological space.

Definition 3.12. Let (X, τ) be a topological space and let U ⊂ X. We say
that V is a neighbourhood of U in X if we can find an open set W such that
U ⊂W ⊆ V ⊆ X.

Example 3.13. Let p be a point in Rn. Then Rn is a neighbourhood of p.
Also, ∀δ > 0 the open ball Bδ(x) = {x ∈ Rn : ||x− p|| < δ} is a neighbourhood
of p.

Neighbourhoods defined this way are sufficiently general to provide tools for
reasoning even in spaces where the concept of distance is not defined, or where
two different points cannot always be separated.
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Before we proceed we will introduce the other major way to reason about
topologies, bases. The basici way to think of a base is as a minimal subset of a
topology that describes the topology. Naturally, this concept looks just like the
concept of the basis for a vector space. We will explore an application of bases
to describe the dimension of a space in in the Dimension subsection.

Definition 3.14. Let (X, τ) be a topology. A basis for τ is a set B ⊂ τ such
that

τ =

{ ∪
B∈C

B : C ⊂ B

}

We now return to neighbourhoods, to talk about Continuity, Compactness
and Connectedness.

Example 3.15. Let (N, τ) be the discrete topology over the natural numbers.
Let B = {{n} : n ∈ N}. Then B is a basis for (N, τ).

Example 3.16. [31] Let L be a lattice (Definition 2.22) in Rn and let τ be a
topology on L. Let p ∈ L be a point in L. The p is an open set in (L, τ) and
therefore p is a neighbour of itself in p.

Definition 3.17. An open neighbourhood U is a neighbourhood in which
every subset of U has a neighbourhood in U .

Neighbourhoods do not in general have a prescribed size. A set can have
an arbitrarily large or small neighbourhood. Small neighbourhoods are useful
to define properties like continuity and dimension while larger neighbourhoods
can help in establishing connectedness.

Before we explore some properties of topological spaces, let us first state a
more abstract example.

Definition 3.18. Let X be a set, let ∼ be an equivalence relation on X and let
(X, τX) be a topological space. We define the equivalence class [y] = {x ∈ X :
x ∼ y}. Then the quotient space Y = X/ ∼= {[y] : y ∈ X} forms a topological
space along with the quotient topology

τY =

U ⊆ Y :
∪

[y]∈U

[y] ∈ τX


iNo pun intended
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Example 3.19. Let τ be the usual topology over R2 and let ∼ be the relation
x1 ∼ x2 iff y1 = y2. Then (Y, τ) = (X/ ∼, τ) is a quotient topology. In fact, it
is the strongest continuous topology. This is because any open ball Br(x) ⊆ R2

induces an open ball Br(x) ⊆ Y .

Definition 3.20. If (X, τ) is a topological space and Y ⊆ X, then the subspace
topology τY on Y induced by τ is the smallest topology on Y for which the
inclusion map is continuous.

In fact, the topology induced by Y has a particular shape, as is explained
by the following theorem. Both the theorem and its proof are in [29]:

Theorem 3.21. If (X, τ) is a topological space and Y ⊆ X, then the subspace
topology τY on Y in the collection of sets Y ∩ U with U ∈ τ .

3.1.1 Continuity
The neighbourhood of a point in X lets us define a notion of continuity that is
independent of distance. In fact, the analytical definition of distance is a special
case of topological distance. This more general definition will be useful later
when we look at similarity functions that are not distance-based.

A definition of continuity between topological spaces is given by Armstrong
[5]. It is based around the notion that a continuous function will preserve the
neighbourhood of a point.

Definition 3.22. Let X and Y be topological spaces. A function f : X → Y is
continuous if for each point x of X and each neighbourhood N of f(x) in Y the
set f−1(N) is a neighbourhood of x in X.

The interested reader can compare this definition to the one given by Körner:

Definition 3.23. Let (X, τ), (Y, σ) be topological spaces. A function f : X → Y
is said to be continuous [if] f−1(U) is open in X whenever U is open in Y .

Proposition 3.24. Let X and Y be topological spaces. f : X → Y is continuous
according to Definition 3.22 if and only if f is continuous according to Definition
3.23.

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Definition 3.12 and Definition 3.17.
Given a point x, any neighbourhood N(x) of x contains an open neighbourhood
N ′(x) of x.
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We will illustrate how topological continuity implies analytic continuity with
a brief example. Below is the definition of continuity for a real function as given
by Hardy:
Definition 3.25. [23, p. 186] The function ϕ(x) is said to be continuous for
x = ξii if it tends to a limit as x tends to ξ from either side, and each of these
limits is equal to ϕ(ξ).

A function that is continuous at every point in an interval is said to be
continuous on that interval.
Proposition 3.26. Let f : R→ R be continuous according to Definition 3.22.
Then f is continuous according to Definition 3.25.
Proof. For all ϵ ∈ R, we consider the open ball Bϵ(ϕ(ξ)). According to Definition
3.22 ∃ δ > 0 such that Bδ(ξ) ⊂ ϕ−1(Bϵ(ϕ(ξ))). In other world, ∀ x : |x− ξ| < δ
we have ϕ(x) ∈ Bϵ(ϕ(ξ)) (See Example 3.13), in other words |ϕ(x)− ϕ(ξ)| < ϵ.

3.1.2 Compactness and Connectedness
In this section we will introduce two ideas that will help us understand the zeroth
homology group that we will encounter in the Homology chapter, compactness
and connectedness. We will then, in the Topological Data Analysis chapter, see
that when identifying the red spot on a Red-winged Blackbird, we are in fact
looking for a compact, connected region.
Definition 3.27. A topological space X is compact if every open cover of X
has a finite subcover.
Example 3.28. R is not compact. To see this, consider the cover U =
{(−n, n) : n ∈ N}. This cover admits no finite subcover of R.

A closed and bounded set in the plane is, however, compact. This is the
property that we will use in Topological Data Analysis, since the red spot on
the Blackbird’s wing is closed and bounded. We will see that the number of
connected compact subsets of a compact set can be counted and the number
of such regions is the Betti Number R0.
Definition 3.29. A space X is disconnected iff there are disjoint nonempty
open sets H and K in X such that X = H ∪K. If no such pair of sets exists,
X is connected.
Example 3.30. The set {(x, y) : 1 < |x| < 2,−1 < y < 1} ⊂ R2 is disconnected.
The set {(x, y) : x2 + y2 < 1} ⊂ R2 is connected.

iiA modern text would state that ’ϕ(x) is continuous at ξ’.
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3.1.3 Dimension
We now return to bases, to talk about how one can define the dimension of a
topological space. We will then use these ideas to define the dimension of a
special category of spaces, the non-Hausdorff spaces. In a probability space,
we cannot necessarily say that two samples are different just because they have
different values. Since each probability density function has some support that
usually is larger than a point, the two samples can be instances of the same
stochastic variable. Therefore we say that the probability space is non-Hausdorff
and we will need the tools introduced in this section to understand the meaning
of this statement.

In this subsection we will introduce the concept of dimension for a topological
space. Dimension is a very general idea - we encounter it in modern algebra,
where the dimension of a vector space is given by the number of vectors in the
space that can be linearly independent of one another. We later see that the
dimension of a vector space is really given by the number of direct products
used to create it from its field [27].

Definition 3.31. [31] Let I be the closed unit interval [0, 1]. A n-cubeiii or
hypercube In = I × I × ...× I (n times) is a cube in n dimensions (n ∈ N). A
singular n-cube in a topological space X is a continuous map T : In → X.

The question of the dimension of a topological space grew out of the quest to
prove that there does not exist an unambiguous continuous mapping between
two spaces of dimension n and n + p. Brouwer provided an example in the
Mathematische Annalen and Lebesgue followed up with the outline of a proof
[30]. The idea was to generalise an idea from Camille Jordan’s influential book
Cours d’Analyse, retold by Lebesgue below:

Theorem 3.32. [30] Si chaque point d’un domaine D à n dimensions appartient
à l’un au moins des ensembles fermés E1, E2, ..., Ep en nombre fini et si ces
ensembles sont suffisamment petits, il y a des points communs au moins à n+1
de ces ensembles iv.

The intuitive idea is that we have created a finite closed cover of D. Any
point in D will intersect at least n+1 members Ei of this cover. Lebesgue notes
that [30]”pour en déduire l’impossibilité de l’application des espaces à n et à

iiiDue to convention, we will use the notation n-cube when talking about dimension and
p-cube when talking about homology. A p-cube is simply a n-cube of dimension p.

ivIf every point in a domain D with n dimensions belongs to at least one of the closed
sets E1, E2, ..., Ep, where p is finite; and if these sets are sufficiently small, there are common
points in at least n+ 1 of these sets.
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n + p dimensions il suffit de le compléter en prouvant que les Ei, peuvent être
choisis de manière qu’il n’y ait pas de points communs à plus de n+1 des Ei

v.”
Lebesgue then proceeded by saying that if we create a tiling of D, by letting

each Ei be a sufficiently small cube I in n dimensions, then each x ∈ D will
be a member of precisely n + 1 members of the cover. This would imply that
dim In = n.

The final proof however was provided by Brouwer [9]. He defined a simplex,
or a n-dimensional triangle, with a vertex in n of the Ei sets that covered
D. By showing that a simplex defined this way covers precisely n points and
packing the simplices so that no space was uncovered, Brouwer showed that
each Ei contained precisely n+1 points, implying that D is of dimension n. He
formulated this as the Dimensionssatz:

Theorem 3.33 (Dimensinonssatz). [9, p .148] Eine n-dimensionale Mannig-
faltigkeit besitzt den homogenen Dimensionsgrad nvi.

Brouwer notes that [9, p .148] ”Weil der Dimensionsgrad offenbar eine In-
variante der Analysis Situs ist, so ist im Dimensionssatz die Invariantz der
Dimensionenzahl enthaltenvii.”

There are however problems with defining a cover with closed sets - when
dealing with compact spaces, certain points can be part of more than n + 1
members of a closed cover, as illustrated by the following example:

Example 3.34. Let D be the compact square −1 ≤ x, y ≤ 1 in R2 and let E
be a closed cover of D such that each Ei ∈ E is a square with side lengths 1
and E contains precisely four members, each covering a quadrant of D. Then
The origin (0, 0) is covered by four members of E and no closed refinement of
E can still cover D.

The realisation that closed sets can cause these kinds of problems led to a
reformulation of Lebesgue’s Covering theorem using open sets:

Theorem 3.35 (Lebesgue’s Covering Lemma). Let X be a subset of En and
let D be an open cover of X. Then there exists a refinement of D such that for
each point p in X there exists a neighbourhood N(p) such that N(p) is covered
by precisely n + 1 members of D.

vIf we can find some closed cover E1, E2, ..., Ep of D such that x ∈ D is a member of
precisely n+1 sets of the cover, then clearly there is no continuous bijective mapping between
D and some other set of dimension n+ p.

viA n-dimensional manifold has got degree n.
viiBecause the degree obviously is a topological invariant, the dimension theorem contains

the invariant degree.
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Theorem 3.36 (Lebesgue’s Covering Lemma (Metric Spaces)). [41] If {U1, ..., Un}
is a finite open cover of a compact metric space X, there is some δ > 0 such
that if A is any subset of X of diameter < δ, then A ⊂ Ui, for some i.

3.1.4 Hausdorff Spaces
Definition 3.37. A topological space (X,τ) is called Hausdorff is, whenever x,
y ∈ X and x ̸= y, we can find U, V ∈ τ such that x ∈ U, y ∈ V and U ∩ V = ∅.

That a topological space is Hausdorff comes with a number of useful prop-
erties, some of which we will note here. We will revisit the concept of Hausdorff
spaces later when we define the degree of a nerve of a topology.

Theorem 3.38. If (X,τ) is a Hausdorff topological space and Y ⊆ X then Y
with the subspace topology is also Hausdorff.

Finally, we will note that the dimension of a Hausdorff space is given by the
Dimensinonssatz.

Theorem 3.39. The dimension of a Hausdorff space (X,τ) where X ∈ Mn is
n.

3.2 Metric Spaces
The machinery of topology provides us with powerful tools for working with
probability density functions. However, we often start with a PDF in Rn, from
which we want to define a topological space. To do this, we can use the open
balls. Recall that these are open sets with a radius centred around a point.
The interior of a sphere is an example of an open ball, see Example 3.9, but
once we have introduced the concepts of metrics, we can give a more general
definition.

3.2.1 Metrics and Norms
A metric is a function that measures the distance between points in a space.
Intuitively, a metric assigns a distance of zero between a point and itself, and
the distance from point a to point b is the same as the distance from b to a.

Definition 3.40. Let X be a set and d : X2 → R a function with the following
properties:

1. d(x,y) ≥ 0 for all x, y ∈ X.
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2. d(x,y) = 0 if and only if x = y.

3. d(x,y) = d(y,x) for all x, y ∈ X.

4. d(x,y) + d(y,z) ≥ d(x,z) for all x, y, z ∈ X.

Then we say d is a metric, or norm, on X and that (X,d) is a metric
space.

Example 3.41. We return to the tube map T in 3.10. Let d(x, y) be the
function saying how many stations one has to travel to get from station x to
station y in T . Then (T, d) is a metric space.

Imagine another distance function e, saying how many minutes of travel time
are required to get from station x to station y. Then (T, e) is another metric
space.

The introduction of metrics allows us to define open balls.

Definition 3.42. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let x ∈ X. The open ball
Br(x) of radius r centred on x is the set

{y ∈ X : d(x, y) < r}

3.2.2 Inducing a topological space
The definition of a metric space and open balls directly allows us to prove that
we can, in fact, find a useful topological space that we can use our topological
methods on.

Theorem 3.43. If (X,d) is a metric space, then the following statements are
true:

1. The empty set ∅ and the set X are open.

2. If Uα is open for all α ∈ A, then ∪α∈AUα is open.

3. If Uj is open for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then ∩nj=1Uj is open.

Proof. We prove the three statements in turn.
1. Since ∅ is empty, the statement x ∈ ∅ whenever x ∈ B1(y) and y ∈ ∅ is

trivially true for all x ∈ X. Similarly, x ∈ X whenever x ∈ B1(y) and y ∈ X is
also trivially true, since all points y are in X.

2. If y ∈ Uα we can find a particular α1 ∈ A such that y ∈ Uα1
. Since this

set Uα1 is also open, then ∃ δ > 0 such that x ∈ Uα1 whenever x ∈ Bδ(y) Then
clearly, since Uα1 ⊆ ∪α∈AUα we have that x ∈ ∪α∈AUα whenever x ∈ Bδ(y).
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3. If y ∈ ∩nj=1Uj then y ∈ Uj for all j ∈ {1, ..., j}. Since each Uj is open,
we can find δj such that x ∈ Uj whenever x ∈ Bδj (y). Let δ = minj∈{1,...,j}δj .
Then x ∈ Uj whenever x ∈ Bδ(y), for all j ∈ {1, ..., j}. Then clearly x ∈ ∩nj=1Uj

whenever x ∈ Bδ(y).

This theorem simply says that the set of open subsets τX of a metric space
X is closed under union and intersection, and is therefore a topology. This is
precisely the property we need to create a topological space (X, τX).

Theorem 3.44. If (X,d) is a metric space, then the collection of open sets in
X forms a topology.

Proof. This is merely restating Theorem 3.43.

We say that a metric on a space induces a topology on that space. We also
say that a topology that is homeomorphic to a metric space is Metrizable.

Definition 3.45. A topological space (X, τ) is Metrizable if it admits a metric
and the topology induced by the metric is the same as the topology of the space.
We write (X, τ) ∈M.

In general, it is difficult to determine whether a particular topological space
is Metrizable. However, we will often work with Metrizable spaces in applied
topology [12].

Definition 3.46. The discrete metric d is the metric such that d(x, x) = 0 and
d(x, y) = 1 when x ̸= y.

Example 3.47. Let d be the discrete metric and (X, d) be a metric space.
Then the topology τd on X is the topology of all subsets of X.

Definition 3.48. [4] Let X ∈ M be a compact Metrizable space and let ε be
the topology generated by the open subsets of X (called the Borel subsets).
Let Prob(X) denote the space of probability measures defined on X. Let P1, P2 ∈
Prob(X).

The Total Variation distance is the function

δ(P1, P2) = sup
A∈ε
|P1(A)− P2(A)|

The Earth-Mover, or Wasserstein-1, distance W1(P1, P2) is the function

W (P1, P2) = inf
γ∈Π(P1,P2)

E(x,y)∼γ [||x− y||]
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where Π(P1, P2) denotes the set of all joint distributions γ(x, y) whose marginals
are respectively P1, P2.

3.2.3 Semi-norms
Norms are defined so that only d(x, x) = 0. However, there are many interesting
spaces where there exist distinct points x, y such that d(x, y) = 0 but x ̸= y.
In particular, let x1, x2 ∼ N(µ, σ) for some normal distribution N(µ, σ) and
let d be the function that tells us if two points belong to the same probability
distribution. Almost certainly, x1 ̸= x2 but d(x1, x2) = 0.

In particular, the space Ω, where the stochastic variables X1, X2 giving rise
to x1, x2 live, is non-Hausdorff. It is also very common in big data [12], therefore
we want to find a way to treat it rigorously.

Definition 3.49. Let X be a stochastic variable with mean µ and choose a
constant δ ∈ [0, 1). Assume that fX has compact support Sδ, where fX is X’s
PDF. We say that we can distinguish y ∈ Y , where Y is a stochastic variable,
from X at confidence level δ if y /∈ Sδ [8].

Clearly we cannot distinguish every point from every other point, since they
can in fact be drawn from the same distribution. However, we can work around
this in practice by saying that if two points cannot be distinguished, they are
the same. In other words, we work with an appropriate quotient space.

Definition 3.50. Let P be a non-Hausdorff space and let d̂ : P 2 → P be a
function on P such that properties 1, 3 and 4 of Definition 3.40 are fulfilled.
Then d̂ is a semi-norm.

The introduction of the semi-norm lets us explain what happens when we
compare outcomes drawn from some known stochastic variable X with variables
drawn from some unknown stochastic variable Y (that may be equal to X).

Example 3.51. Let X ∈ Rn be a stochastic variable and let Sδ be the (bounded)
support of the PDF fX for a given δ. Consider some outcome x ∈ X. Let y ∈ Y
be an outcome from a stochastic variable Y ∈ Rn. If y ∈ Sδ then we say
that d(x, y) = 0, otherwise d(x, y) = ||x − y||, where d is a function that maps
Rn → R such that d(a, b) = d(b, a) ∀ a, b ∈ Rn.

Assuming that X and Y are sufficiently nice, d will also fulfil the triangle
inequality property d(a, b) + d(b, c) ≥ d(a, c) ∀ a, b, c ∈ Rn. If so, d is a norm on
some more compact space Un where the supports of X and Y are represented
by one point each in Un.

This cavalier treatment of stochastic variables can get us in trouble - just
because we cannot distinguish two points does not mean that they are the same
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[8] - and many probability density functions have a support that spans the entire
domain [21]. Thus we could be really unlucky and have a data point show up
just about anywhere - certainly not where it belongs - and ruining our model
generation. But the risk of this happening is worth the it given the benefits
we get from working with proper metrics [12] and a large body of research is
dedicated to managing this conversion [22] [18].

3.2.4 Norms of functions
In this section we will introduce the p-norm for functions. This norm works
much like the p-norm for a vector, except one has to imagine that the function
gets tested at each point in its domain. This norm will be used later to prove
that certain transformations from topological spaces to other spaces of interest
to us are Lipschitz stable. We end this section with a definition of Lipschitz
stability.

Definition 3.52. Let f : Rn → R be a continuous function. Then

||f ||p = p

√∫
Rn

|f |pdx

Imagine that we have some function f : Rm → Rn. The intuitive idea of
Lipschitz stability is that it limits the growth in the difference between two
function values f(a) and f(b) by the distance between a and b. If we imagine
that f describes some map between surfaces in the plane, then the Lipschitz
constant C that we use below is a measure of how many times larger the image
of f can be than the domain. We use a similar notion here, to map some
probability density function to a multiset. The difference between the elements
in the set, although discrete, is bounded by the difference in the probability
density functions that we are comparing, times some constant C.

Definition 3.53. Let P1, P2 ∈ Ω be two PDFs and let ϕ : Ω→ V be a map from
Rn to some family of multisets V , on which the Wasserstein-1 metric W1 is well-
defined. We say that ϕ is Lipschitz stable if W1(ϕ(P1), ϕ(P2)) ≤ C ·||P1−P2||p
for all P1, P2 ∈ Ω and some finite C ∈ R.
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Complexes

Complexes are topological objects that allow us to do calculations with topo-
logical spaces. We can describe the support of a PDF as a combination of
contractible spaces. In the euclidean spaces En (and therefore in affine spaces
An) we can use the tools of homotopy [17] but these are computationally ex-
pensive [12].

We will therefore explore the simplicial complex, the complex of minimal
convex hulls of points. The simplicial complex has many nice properties - it
can always be oriented, most calculations are combinatorics, we can freely map
the Simplicial Complex to the Cěch Complexi and other complexes [12] that are
straightforward to define in affine spaces. In general, we say that each complex
is a combination of cells.

The material in this chapter is derived from the textbooks by Armstrong
[5], Massey [31], Croom [15] and Fulton [17]. The curious reader can find more
in-depth material on complexes in any of these books.

4.1 The Simplicial Complex
4.1.1 ”Triangles” in N dimensions
The simplex is a generalisation of a triangle to any natural dimension. Simplices
of dimension 0 and 1 are special cases.

Example 4.1. A 0-simplex is a point. A 1-simplex is the segment between two
points. The 2-simplex is a triangle and the 3-simplex is a tetrahedron.

iFor a gentle introduction to the Cěch complex, see [12]

Byttner, 2019. 25
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Figure 4.1: The 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-simplices

Simplices have another nice property - they are always convex. This will be
useful later when using simplices to study structures of data sets.

To define simplices rigorously we need to study a generalisation of linear
independence. Imagine that we have some affine space An from which we have
sampled k + 1 points vi. Further, assume An is a vector space and the vi:s are
linearly independent. Then any subset consisting of m+ 1 points would span a
space of dimension m. But, if we have k + 1 points vi such that any subset of
m+ 1 points do indeed span a space of dimension m, then the union of all the
points must necessarily span a space of dimension k. To see this, imagine that
we have two hyperplanes of dimension k− 1, U and V : U ̸= V . Then the set of
points defining U and V must differ and since each is spanned by k points, U
and V differ by precisely one spanning point. Let v ∈ U be this point. Then v
is linearly independent from all points in V .

Motivated by this discussion, we define a generalisation of linear indepen-
dence by looking at whether a subset of a set of points spans a hyperplane.

Definition 4.2. Let V be a set of k points in An : any strict subset of V spans
a strictly smaller hyperplane. Then the points in V are in general position.

Definition 4.3. A set S ∈ An is convex if λa + (1− λ)b ∈ S ∀ a, b ∈ S and
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. A convex hull of a set X is the smallest convex set that contains
X.

Definition 4.4. [15, p. 8-9] [5, p. 120] A simplex of dimension k is the convex
hull containing k + 1 vertices in general position. We say that the vertices of
the simplex span the simplex.

We will explore the idea of spans of affine simplices a bit further before we
move on. Just like how we can define the bounds of a surface in an affine space
using an affine coordinate system, we can use barycentric coordinates to define
the interior of a simplex.
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Example 4.5. Let ∆ be the triangle in A3 over R3 with the vertices at the
homogeneous points p1 = (2 : 1 : 1), p2 = (4 : 3 : 1) and p3 = (4 : 0 : 1). We
call the vectors v1 = p2 − p1 and v2 = p3 − p1. Then we can describe any point
x ∈ ∆ as x = p1 + µ1 · v1 + µ2 · v2 for some µ1, µ2 ∈ [0, 1].

Equivalently, we could describe any point x as x = λ1 · p1 + λ2 · p2 + λ3 · p3
where λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. This parametrisation is also restricted to ∆ and
is, in fact, useful for subdividing a simplex into smaller simplices of the same
dimension.

Figure 4.2: The point x defined in affine and barycentric coordinates

p1

p2

p3

x

d = 0.2p1 + 0.5p2 + 0.3p3 = p1 + 0.5(p2 − p1) + 0.3(p3 − p1)

The simplex has another useful property - its boundary is a union of sim-
plices. We see this by considering the vertices of a simplex σp in p dimensions
as its barycentric basis. Set the multiplier for one of the vertices to 0 and the
remaining (p − 1) barycentric coordinates are clearly in general position. The
simplex σp−1 is called a face of σp.

The set of faces of σp is called its boundary ∂(σp) [15]. We will use the
boundary extensively to do homology later on. We start by stating some im-
portant facts about simplex boundaries.

Definition 4.6. Let σp be a simplex with vertex set V = v0, ..., vp. We define
the bijective map o : V → (0, ..., p) as the ordering of σp’s vertices. We say that
σp is positively oriented if we need an even number of pairwise permutations
to transform the ordered list O = o(v0), ..., o(vp) to the ordered list of integers
integers 0, ..., p. Otherwise, σp is odd. We say that σp is oriented if we have
defined an ordering of its vertices.

Definition 4.7. Let σp, σp−1 be two simplices. We define the incidence
number [σp, σp−1] = 0 if σp−1 is not a face of σp. Else, [σp, σp−1] = 1 if σp

and σp−1 have the same orientation or -1 otherwise.
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As a consequence of the definition of incidence number, we find that the
set of boundaries of boundaries of a simplex always sums to zero. With a
straightforward but tedious calculation ones proves the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Let σp be an oriented p-simplex. Then

∑
σp−1∈∂(σp)

 ∑
σp−2∈∂(σp−1)

[σp, σp−1][σp−1, σp−2]

 = 0

The last theorem has an important implication that we will use extensively
when producing chains in the Homology chapter.
Theorem 4.9. Let σp be a simplex. Then ∂(∂(σp)) = ∂2 = 0.

In other words, Theorem 4.9 is stating Theorem 4.8 using slightly different
words.

We can join simplices together along a common face. The simplices that are
joined this way are not allowed to overlap. This structure is called a simplicial
complex.

v4
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v3

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

Figure 4.3: A Simplicial Complex

In general, it is difficult to define an orientation for a complex. However, the
simplicial complex is an exception - we can enumerate the vertices and thereby
define an orientation. We will not prove this here, but the interested reader can
find the proof and some reasoning in Armstrong [5].
Theorem 4.10. A simplicial complex can always be oriented.

4.1.2 Triangulations and Polytopes
There is an interesting link between simplicial complexes and topological spaces.
Since we defined simplices from a set of points in An, a simplex is a subset of an
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affine space. Similarly, a simplicial complex, defined from a number of points in
some affine space, is a subset of that space.

A particularly interesting category of spaces X are the ones that are home-
omorphic to some simplicial complex K. Since K is well understood, we can
learn about the topological properties of X by studying K. We will formulate
some examples to explore this idea.
Example 4.11. Let P be a set of points in some affine space An. Let τ be
the topology generated by the convex combinations of all subsets Q ⊂ P and
An. Then (An, τ) is a topological space. Let K be some simplicial complex
defined by the points in P and let τK be the topology generated by the convex
combinations of all points defining simplices in K and K itself. Then τK is the
subspace topology on K. We call (K, τK) a polyhedron, written | K | [5]
Proof. By construction, τK = {K ∩ U : U ∈ τ}.

Definition 4.12. Let X be a topological space and let K be a simplicial complex.
A triangulation of X is a homeomorphism h : | K | → X.
Example 4.13. We can triangulate two spheres joined at their poles.

Figure 4.4: Triangulation of two joined spheres

The triangulated surface is homeomorphic to two tetrahedrons joined at a
point.

Triangulations have many uses, since they allow us to represent any piecewise
smooth body by a linear approximation.
Example 4.14. In [37] we see that in Computational Fluid Dynamics, trian-
gulations are used to approximate smooth surfaces. By averaging over several
connected simplices, one gets an approximation of the flux over an area.
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Figure 4.5: The resulting simplicial complex

There is a large and very active research community around triangulations.
Given a body B, there are many ways to triangulate it, with different strengths
and weaknesses. It is often easy to find some triangulation that will have unde-
sirable properties of one sort or another. Therefore researchers have developed
many ways to subdivide triangulations into smaller simplices, see [20].

Definition 4.15. [20] The circumcircle of a triangle is the circle that passes
through all the vertices of the triangle.

Example 4.16. Let X be a set of points in R2. The Delaunay subdivision
d(K) is a triangulation of X such that no point lies inside the circumcircle of
any triangle in K. This triangulation is useful since it avoids acute angles in
its constituent triangles. Note that the Delaunay subdivision is not necessarily
unique [20].

From the previous example it is clear that triangulations can help us de-
scribe surfaces and data points gathered from some sample space that can be
described as a complex. However, we need to develop a notion of what are the
advantageous properties of a triangulation from a topological perspective.

The dimension of a triangulation is such a property. The Nerve (Definition
4.23) of a complex is a polyhedron with the same dimension as the complex. The
nerve provides a compact description of the complex and allows us to analyse
the complex using homology [12]. We will spend some time developing the
machinery to find nerves before we give the formal definition.

4.1.3 Barycentric subdivisions
Imagine some body S ∈ Mn and a Lebesgue cover F of S. Let us create a
triangulation h : | K | → S where K is some simplicial complex. We want to
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know if there is some finer simplicial complex Kr, with smaller simplices, so
that the image of each star of Kr is covered by at most n+ 1 members of F .

There is, in fact, an easy way to do this. If we describe K using barycentric
coordinates, we can add vertices to K at the barycentres of simplices in K. This
operation preserves h, since any subset of a simplex mapped by h to S is also
mapped by h to S.

Definition 4.17. Let σk−1 be a simplex in a complex K in An with vertices
v1, v2, ..., vk. The barycentre of σ is 1

k (v1 + v2 + ...+ vk).
Let C(σ) be the set of simplices in K that has any of the vertices in σ as

a vertex. Let V (C(σ)) be the vertex set of C(σ), i.e. the set of all vertices
of simplices in C(σ). The Barycentric subdivision of K centred on σ is
the simplex Kr where, for each barycentre in βp ∈ C(σ), we add a vertex, and
subdivide βp into (p+1)! simplices, so that each simplex βp,r ∈ Kr has a vertex
from the barycentre of each simplex in a chainii of the form vi < α1 < ... <
αp−1 < βp, where α < β means that α is a face of β.

v1 v2

v3

v1 v2

v3

Figure 4.6: A simplex (left) and its barycentric subdivision (right)

This construct is useful, since it subdivides a simplicial complex into a finer
simplicial complex (that has more simplices), in such a way that it preserves
the topological properties of the complex. Later we will learn about some of
these properties, including the homology of a complex, and why the barycentric
subdivision helps us in data analysis.

iiWe will learn more about chains in the Homology chapter
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4.2 Simplicial approximations and open stars
To use simplicial complexes for data analysis, we need to study a few of their
properties and concepts. In particular, we want to know more about the star
of a vertex in K.

Definition 4.18. Let K be a complex and let v be a vertex of K. The open
star of v in K is the union of the interiors of K that have v as a vertex. It is
an open subset of | K | that we denote star(v,K).

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

Figure 4.7: The star of v7

We now reach the main conclusion of this section, where we link the stars in
K to the simplices of K. This theorem will be used later to define the minimum
open cover of K, an essential step towards understanding data represented as a
simplicial complex.

Theorem 4.19. Vertices v0, v1, ..., vk of a simplicial complex K span K if and
only if the intersection of their open stars is non-empty.

Proof. [5, p. 130] ”Let S be a simplex of K. The vertices spanning S all have S
in their star. Thus

∩
v∈V star(v,K) ̸= ∅ where V is the set of vertices spanning

S. Conversely, suppose S =
∩

v∈V star(v,K), where V is some subset of the
vertices in K. Then S ⊆ T for some simplex T. By definition, each v ∈ V is a
vertex of T, thus they span a face of T. Thus S is a face of T and therefore S is
a simplex.”

4.2.1 The Realisation Theorem
Definition 4.20. Let K be a simplicial complex in An. Let V denote the set of
vertices of K and let S denote the collection of subsets of V that span simplices
of K. The pair {V,S} is called the vertex scheme of K.
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We begin by stating some properties of a vertex scheme, that we will use to
prove the Realisation theorem, the main result of this section. The Realisation
Theorem can then be used to define a Nerve of a complex - a particular kind
of finite subcover. This result we will then use to interpret an open cover of
real-world data. We note the following theorem in Armstrong [5]:

Theorem 4.21. Let K be a simplicial complex in En. Then we can describe K
completely once we know its vertex scheme {V,S}. The set V is finite and S has
the following properties:

1. Each element of V belongs to S.

2. If X ∈ S and Y ⊆ X : Y ̸= ∅ then Y ∈ S.

3. X ̸= ∅ and |X| < m + 1, for some m ∈ N ∀X ∈ S.

Proof. Consider each property in turn:

1. A vertex is a 0-simplex, thus the vertex spans itself and is therefore in S.

2. Any face of a simplex of K is itself in K.

3. ∅ does not span any vertex. If m is the dimension of K then m ∈ N and
m is finite.

We can now write down the main result, the Realisation Theorem:

Theorem 4.22 (Realisation Theorem). Let V be a finite nonempty set and S
a collection of subsets of V that satisfies (1)-(3) of 4.21. Then {V,S} can be
realised as the vertex scheme of a simplicial complex.

Proof. [5, p. 141] ”Suppose V has k elements and let ∆ be a (k-1)-simplex in
Ek−1. Then any bijective correspondence between the elements of V and the
vertices of ∆ realises {V,S} as the vertex scheme of a subcomplex of ∆.”

4.2.2 Dimension of a Hausdorff Space
The Realisation Theorem 4.22 allows us to describe compact Hausdorff spaces
through triangulations. The idea is to construct a minimal polyhedron that
maps to the space and discuss the properties of this polyhedron.
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Imagine a compact Hausdorff space X. Since X is compact there exists a
finite open cover F of X. Define the space

U =

{ ∩
Sn∈S

Sn : S ⊆ F

}

By the Realisation Theorem (4.22), (F , U) defines a unique simplicial complex
K. We call K the nerve of X.

Since an open cover can be refined if some of its open sets are covered by
other open sets, the Nerve (4.23, below) of a compact Hausdorff space is not
necessarily minimal.

However, there is a structured process to recover a minimal nerve using
subdivisions. We will illustrate the process using barycentric subdivisions to
later extend the theory using more general subdivisions.

Definition 4.23. [3] Es sei G irgendein endliches Mengesystem M1,M2, ...,Ms.
Wir bezeichnen als Nerv[e] dieses Mengensystem de folgendermaßen konstru-
ierten Komplex K (G ). Jeder Menge Mi1 , i1 ≤ s, lassen wir einen Eckpunkt ωi1

des Komplexes entsprechen; jedes System von k+1 Eckpunkten ωi1 , ωi2 , ..., ωik , ωik+1

bestimmt dann und nur dann ein k-dimensionales Simplex von K (G ), wenn
Mi1 ·Mi2 · ... ·Mik ·Mik+1

̸= 0 istiii.

Example 4.24. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space of dimension n and let K
be a nerve of X with triangulation h and homeomorphic finite cover F . We will
also require that F is a minimum cover in the Lebesgue sense (i.e. every point
of X is covered by n+1 members of F ). Imagine there is some simplex σ ∈ K
such that h(σ) is covered by m ≥ n+ 1 members of F . Let B be a barycentric
subdivision of σ. Then each h(σb) will be covered by at most m members of
F . By repeatedly subdividing every simplex in K in this way, we can find
some complex Kb such that for each σ ∈ Kb, h(σ) is covered by precisely n+ 1
members of F .

We can now restate the definition of dimension of a Hausdorff space in
slightly different terms.

Definition 4.25. A compact Hausdorff space X has dimension n if every open
cover of X has a refinement whose nerve has dimension at most n, and n is the
smallest integer with this property.

iiiLet G be some finite set of subsets M1,M2, ...,Ms. The nerve of this set of subsets is
the complex constructed as follows. Every set Mi1 , i1 ≤ s, corresponds to a vertex ωi1 of the
complex; every system of k + 1 vertices ωi1 , ωi2 , ..., ωik , ωik+1

then determines a k-dimensional
simplex of K (G ) if and only if Mi1 ·Mi2 · ... ·Mik ·Mik+1

̸= 0.
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Figure 4.8: The barycentric subdivision of a 3-simplex, with barycentre at v5





Chapter 5

Homology

In our previous discussions we have relied on rather unwieldy geometric tools to
handle probability density functions. We would like to study simpler features,
that are more invariant to the precise shape of a PDF’s support.

Imagine that we have some simplicial complex K that we want to describe.
We could describe the arrangement of the simplices in relation to one another.
In three dimensions we could imagine the structure of K as beads connected
by pieces of strings. Some interesting features are then which strings connect
which beads and whether the strings tie together at the ends. When a string’s
both ends are tied together we get a hole. The idea of this chapter is to explain
how to find the holes of a complex and how to interpret them.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First we define chain complexes,
structures that help us tie simplices (or other building blocks) together, like
beads on a string. Then we define homology groups, the formal notion of holes in
complexes. Finally we introduce the concept of persistent homology, a rigorous
notion of how the structure of a complex varies by how it was generated. The
material in this chapter is derived from the textbooks by Croom [15], Fulton
[17] and Massey [31].

5.1 Chain complexes
For our initial discussion, we will define chains in simplicial complexes. We will
see that either definition of chains will allow us to define homology groups. In
fact, all the definitions of complexes are equivalent [17] and complexes that have
the same structure will have the same homology groups [15].

Byttner, 2019. 37
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5.1.1 Simplicial Chains
Definition 5.1. Let K be an oriented simplicial complex. For p ∈ N, a p-
dimensional chain, or p-chain, is a function from the oriented p-simplices
of K to Z such that the image of each simplex is equal to the negative of the
image of the simplex with the opposite orientation.

The p-dimensional chain group Cp(K) is the group of all p-dimensional
chains in K. This is an abelian group.

Example 5.2. Let K be an oriented simplicial complex and let {σp
1 , σ

p
2 , ...,

σp
n)} be the p-simplices in K. Then all p-chains from K to Z can be written as∑n
i=0 kiσ

p
i , where k ∈ Z.

In particular, for the 3-chain c3 from K to Z, let σ3
1 = (v1, v2, v3) and

σ3
2 = (v3, v2, v1). Then c3(σ

3
1) = −c3(σ3

2).

p-chains can be arbitrarily long, restricted only be their complex. In that
sense they behave much like arbitrary connected curves in a vector space, a fact
that we will make use of later.

Example 5.3. Let
∑n

i=0 kiσ
p
i be a p-chain in some complex K. Then

n∑
i=0

−kiσp
i = −

n∑
i=0

kiσ
p
i

.

Definition 5.4. Let K be a simplicial complex. An elementary p-chain is a
p-chain cp for which there is a p-simplex σp such that cp(τp) = 0 ∀ τp ∈ K with
τp ̸= σp.

Given some simplex σp, where p > 0, we can imagine that there is some
(p − 1)-chain passing through all the vertices of σp. But since σp defines an
elementary p-chain, there should be some function mapping σp’s p-chain to the
(p− 1)-chain going through all vertices. The boundary operator does precisely
this.

Definition 5.5. If kσp is an elementary p-chain with p ≥ 1, the boundary of
kσp, denoted by ∂(kσp), is defined by ∂(kσp) =

∑
[σp, σp−1

i ]kσp−1
i for σp−1

i ∈ K.
We define the boundary of a 0-chain to be 0.

The boundary operation is extended linearly to a group homomorphism ∂p :
Cp(K) → Cp−1(K)

Definition 5.6. Let K be an oriented complex. For p ≥ 1, a p-dimensional
cycle, or p-cycle, on K, is a p-chain zp such that ∂(zp) = 0. The family of
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p-cycles is thus the kernel of ∂p : Cp(K)→ Cp−1(K) and a subgroup of Cp(K).
We denote this group Zp(K), or just Zp.

If there exists a (p+1)-chain cip+1 such that ∂(cip+1) = cp for some p-
dimensional chain in K, we call cp p-dimensional boundary, or p-boundary.
the family of p-boundaries is the homomorphic image ∂(Cp+1(K)) and is a sub-
group of Cp(K), called the p-dimensional boundary group and is denoted Bp(K),
or Bp.

Example 5.7. Since the boundary of any 0-cycle is 0, any 0-chain as also a
0-cycle. Thus Z0(K) = C0(K) for any oriented simplicial complex K.

5.2 Homology Groups
In this section we will describe how to use the groups Zp and Bp to describe the
structure of an oriented simplicial complex K. We will also illustrate the same
ideas using B0U,B1U and Z0U,Z1U in C. At the end of this section we will
define the general homology groups for topological spaces and discuss briefly
the issues with defining homology groups for an arbitrary complex.

5.2.1 Simplicial Homology
The groups Zp and Bp are used to define the simplicial homology groups
for oriented simplicial complexes. The feature of K that we are interested in is
its ”holes”, or its collection of faces that could have been the boundary of some
set of chains in higher dimensions than p.

At the end of this subsection we will give an important theorem stating that
barycentric subdivisions of a simplicial complex do not affect the homology of
the complex. This ties together much of what we have learnt and allows us
to use barycentric subdivisions to approximate any simplicial complex without
worrying about changing the topological description of the underlying probabil-
ity density function.

We recall that any subgroup of an abelian group is a normal subgroup. This
means we can create a quotient group of Zp with Bp. Any cycle c1p ∈ Zp that
(precisely) winds around some set of (p + 1)-dimensional holes in K is in the
same coset of the quotient group Zp/Bp as any other cycle c2p ∈ Zp that also
winds around these holes. We can go from c1p to c2p by adding simplices of
dimension p+1 to the coboundary of c1p. This is since every time we do so, the
simplices boundaries of dimension p that are adjacent to simplices of the same
multiplicity in the coboundary of c1p cancel out, as an effect of K’s orientation.
We therefore say that c1p and c2p are homologous, as they wind around the
same holes.
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Figure 5.1: Holes in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions

Definition 5.8. If K is an oriented complex and p ∈ N, the p-dimensional
homology group of K is the quotient group

Hp(K) = Zp(K)/Bp(K).

Homology groups have several useful properties. For one, they are invariant
to the orientation of the underlying complex [15] [31]. This intuitively makes
sense - we would not expect to create a hole in a simplicial complex just by
changing the enumeration of its vertices.

Theorem 5.9. Let K be a simplicial complex with two orientations, K1 and
K2. Then Hp(K1) = Hp(K2) for each p.

Theorem 5.10. Let K be an oriented simplicial complex and let Kr be a
barycentric subdivision of K. Then Hp(K) = Hp(Kr) for all p.

5.2.2 The Betti Number
Given that we have some simplicial complex K, we want an easy way to calculate
its number of holes. We will therefore introduce the Betti Number, that
defines the number of holes in each dimension. Later in the Persistent Homology
section we will study an application of this counter. The Betti Number, named
after the Italian mathematician Enrico Betti. The modern formulation, given
below, was formulated by the notable German mathematician Emmy Noether,
who also laid the foundation for much of modern algebra [27].

Definition 5.11. Let K be an oriented simplicial complex. A family {zp1 , ..., zpn
} of p-cycles is linearly independent with respect to homology, or linearly
independent mod Bp(K) if there are no integers k1, ..., kn, not all zero, such
that the chain

∑
kiz

p
i is homologous to 0. The largest integer n for which

there exist n linearly independent p-cycles with respect to homology is denoted
by Rp(K), the pth Betti Number of K.
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Recall the definition of connected regions in the Compactness and Connect-
edness section. There we claimed that the number of connected compact regions
in a compact space is the zeroth Betti number. We now see that this is in fact
so, since the Betti number Rp(K) is simply the rank of the homology group
Hp(K) and the rank of the zeroth homology group is the number of connected
subsets of the complex.

5.2.3 General Homology Groups
In this subsection we will state the general definition of a homology group and
explain a complex needs to be oriented to properly define its homology groups.
We will first illustrate the idea with the p-cube, first encountered in our discus-
sion around the Dimension of a topological space.

Definition 5.12. Let X be a topological space. A singular p-cube T : Ip → X
is degenerate if there exists an integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, such that T(x1, x2, ..., xp)
does not depend on xi.

Example 5.13. A singular 0-cube is never degenerate. A singular 1-cube is
degenerate iff it is a constant map.

Definition 5.14. The free abelian group Qp(X) is the group generated by all
the p-cubes in a topological space X. Dp(X) ≤ Qp(X) is the subgroup of Qp(X)
generated by degenerate p-cubes in X.

Example 5.15. Let X be a topological space with free abelian group Qp(X)
generated from X’s p-cubes. If γ ∈ Qp(X), we can write γ as a finite linear
combination, with integral coefficients, of p-cubes in X.

Definition 5.16. Let X be a topological space. The group of cubical singular
p-chains, or p-chains, in X is the quotient group Qp(X)/Dp(X).

We recall our discussion on the boundary of a simplex. A singular p-cube
T also has a boundary consisting of joined (p − 1)-cubes. We create these
by setting one of its coordinates to 0 or 1 respectively. Thus we define the
front i-face AiT (x1, ..., xp−1) = T (x1, ..., xi−1, 0, xi+1, ..., xp) and back i-face
BiT (x1, ..., xp−1) = T (x1, ..., xi−1, 1, xi+1, ..., xp). We are thus ready to define
the boundary operator ∂p on Qp(X).

Definition 5.17. The boundary operator

∂p(T ) =

p∑
i=1

(−1)p[AiT −BiT ]
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Example 5.18. As a consequence of how we defined ApT and BpT we claim
that this boundary operator is oriented - we pick as the orientation, increasing
values on i. Just like with our previous boundary operators, ∂(∂(T )) = 0. Also
note that ∂(Dp) ⊂ Dp−1.

We are almost ready to define the homology group for any topological space
X that admits singular p-cubes. We call these homology groups the Cubical
Singular Homology Groups.

Definition 5.19. Let X be a topological space that admits singular p-chains of
dimension 0 ≤ p ≤ dim X. Then we define the cubical group of p-chains
Zp(X) = kernel ∂p and the cubical group of p-boundaries Bp(X) = image
∂p. Since ∂p−1∂p = 0, Bp(X) ⊂ Zp(X). We define the Cubical Singular
Homology Groups Hp(X) = Zp(X)/Bp(X).

We have shown convincing arguments for why homology groups are defined
for any topological space. If, for some complex K, we can induce an orientation,
we find that ∂p−1∂p = 0 on this complex and therefore the group of p-boundaries
is a subgroup of the group of p-chains. This allows us to state the general
definition of a homology group for topological spaces.

Definition 5.20. Let X be a topological space. For 0 ≤ p ≤ dim X, Hp(X) =
Zp(X)/Bp(X) is the pth homology group.

Importantly, homology groups are invariant under homeomorphisms [17].
This allows us to relate different topological spaces to one another.

Theorem 5.21. If two topological spaces X and Y are homeomorphic, then
Hp(X) and Hp(Y ) are isomorphic abelian groups.

Example 5.22. Let P be the support of a PDF and let Q be the support of
another PDF in the same space. If Q is homeomorphic to P then Hp(Q) is
isomorphic to Hp(P ) for all p < dim P .

5.3 Persistent Homology
In this section we will introduce Persistent Homology, a rigorous way to de-
fine complexes of varying sizes over a sample of data points, to generate a
persistence diagram of homological features that arise and disappear when
complexes are generated from cells centred on data points with larger and larger
radii[10]. We measure the radius using some metric in the underlying Metrizable
space M, the complex obtained by a sequence of approximations to our PDF.
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Definition 5.23. [12] A filtration of a simplicial complex K is a nested
family of subcomplexes (Kr)r∈T , where T ⊆ R, such as that for any r, r′ ∈ T , if
r ≤ r′, then Kr ⊆ Kr′ and K = ∪r∈TKr.

Example 5.24. [11] Let (X, τ) be a topological space and let f : (X, τ)→ R be
a function. Define the sublevel sets Xt = (X, f)t = {x ∈ X : f(x) ≤ t}. Then
the inclusion maps its = Xs → Xt satisfy the composition law its ◦ isr = itr. This
is known as the sublevelset filtration of (X, f), denoted Xf

sub.

Definition 5.25. [12] A persistence module V over a subset T ⊆ R is an indexed
family of vector spaces Vr : r ∈ T and a doubly-indexed family of linear maps
vrs : Vr → Vs : r ≤ s that satisfy the composition law vst ◦ vrs = vrt whenever
r ≤ s ≤ t and where vrr is the identity map on Vr.

Example 5.26. [11] Let (X, τ) be a topological space, f : (X, τ) → R be a
map and let the homology H(T ) = Hp(T ;Zn), i.e. the p-dimensional homology
with coefficients in Zn, where Zn is some finite field. We define a persistence
module Vt = H(Xf

sub) over the sublevelset filtration of (X, τ), where Vt =
H(Xt) and vts = H(its) : H(Xs)→ H(Xt).

This particular persistence module is used to describe filtrations in terms
of time or radius. For instance, in the temporal context, the sublevel filtration
could be the set of points that have appeared at a certain time. We will also
use a similar construction to study 2-dimensional grayscale pictures, where we
let t be a threshold and the sublevel set is the set of pixels with intensities
lower than the threshold. This construct allows us to apply cubical simplicial
homology [16].

We finish this chapter with a note on how to visualise persistence modules.
Since each element in a module V has both a birth time s and a death time t, we
can map V to R+×R+. This representation is particularly useful for visualising
V.

Definition 5.27. Let V be a persistence module. The Persistence Diagram
D(x,y) is the surface in R+×R+, where for each vts ∈ V, D(s,t) is the multiplicity
of vts in V. D(x,y) = 0 if ∄ vyx ∈ V. Note in particular that all points D(x,y) >
0 are above the line x = y.

Later we will refer to s as the birth of vts and t as the death. This is known
as vts’s birth-death coordinates. We call (s, t − s) the birth-persistence
coordinates of vts.
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Figure 5.2: A persistence diagram over H1(K) generated from the CUB-200-
2011 dataset [40]



Chapter 6

Topological Data Analysis

The promise of Topological Data Analysis is that we can approach a category
of machine learning problems that have hitherto been considered very difficult.
Traditionally, problems like pedestrian detection are seen as relatively easy and
many algorithms have been been successful on benchmarks [42]. Cancer detec-
tion, on the other hand, long eluded researchers. The features that one looks
for in cancer are much more diverse and difficult to interpret [34].

Therefore, it is rather surprising that topological methods give us tools that
allow us to attack some of these more difficult problems. In particular, persistent
homology has successfully been used to identify the presence of cancer cells in
images [34]. This turns the old logic on its head, since pedestrian detection
remains far from solved [42]. As we will see in the Results subsection, persistent
homology performs well compared to state-of-the-art computer vision algorithm
for bird species classification, even though the former is a much less refined
method. Below we will introduce the machinery of object classification and
introduce the algorithms that classify images using persistent homology.

6.1 Object Classification in Images
Ever since Seymour Papert and Marvin Minsky [33] gave a group of under-
graduates the task of segmenting images and classifying objects based on these
segmentations, computer vision has been one of the most difficult problems in
computer science. As evidence of this, consider that only now are the tasks in
this undergraduate project actually being solved.

To demonstrate the power to persistent homology, we will investigate its
application in computer vision. In particular, we will look at surfaces in the

Byttner, 2019. 45
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image. Interestingly, this is similar to one of the approaches proposed in [33].
”An interesting feature of this program is that it thinks in terms of surfaces
rather than lines or contours. So the starting point is a set of functions for
surface properties. The approach today uses combinatorial surfaces, a slightly
different idea than proposed by Papert, but we have half a century of research
to build on.

The methods that are used in topological data analysis today are not the
ones proposed in Papert’s project. Nonetheless, topology does indeed think in
terms of surfaces, and many traditional or neural-network based object detection
algorithms look at contours.

Below we will introduce some concepts and common terminology in image
classification. The reader familiar with object detection can safely skip this
chapter.

Definition 6.1. A label is a member of a set of categories. Typically the
categories would be something like ’animals’ and a label could be ’dolphin’. A
predicted label is a label assigned to a sample by some model.

A classifier is a function that maps a sample space to a set of predicted
labels. Most classifiers output confidences, real values that are large when the
sample fulfils some criteria. Typically, a classifier will assign a category label
to a sample based on its highest confidence prediction. The margin error of
the prediction is the highest confidence minus the second highest confidence [6].

A ground truth labelling is a map between a set of samples and a set of
categories. This labelling represents the ’true’ value of every object. A positive
classification is a prediction made by a classifier that is identical to the ground
truth labelling of the sample. A negative classification is a prediction that is
not positive.

Positive and negative predictions are named this way, since many classifica-
tions are inherently binary (defined below). When extending the concepts to
multinomial classification, where there are more than two possible labels to
choose from.

In the rest of this thesis we will discuss multinomial image classification.
First, however, we will discuss an interesting metric on classifiers, their margin.

Example 6.2. Typically the margin error goes up near the boundary between
two samples that belong to different categories, and especially so when the
boundary region is complicated [6]. For instance, a feed-forward neural network
with a 128 node relu layer followed by a 2 node softmax layer, trained to identify
points inside the heart curve (x2+ y2− 1)3−x2y3 = 0, will fail especially badly
around the top of the heart (see Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.1: Pedestrian Detection,
by Indif (cropped). Derivative work
of ” Tree, Rain Wind ” Pedes-
trian by vincent desjardins, com-
mons.wikimedia.org (2010). Li-
censed under CC BY 2.0 [26].

Figure 6.2: Cancer Cell Segmen-
tation, adapted from A bioseg-
mentation benchmark for evaluation
of bioimage analysis methods by
Gelasca et al. (2009). Licensed un-
der CC BY 2.0 [19].

Figure 6.3: Computer Vision in Automotive and Medicine

Definition 6.3. A binary classifier is a classifier that identifies whether
a sample belongs to the category of positives or the category of negatives. A
binary sampling scenario is a scenario where the sampling space contains
only a positive and a negative category. Such a space is called a binary sample
space.

A negative that is classified as a positive by the binary classifier is called a
false positive or FP. A positive that is classified as a negative is called a false
negative or FN.

A binary sample space is proper if its positive and negative subsets are
disjoint.

Example 6.4. In many real-life binary sampling scenarios, it is difficult to
sample one of the categories, usually positives. For instance, in autonomous
driving it is important to identify pedestrians and modern camera systems use
several machine learning algorithms to identify pedestrians in pictures. Cre-
ating training data - specially recorded data that is annotated by a human -
containing pedestrians is expensive, however most images taken from a vehicle
will not have a pedestrian in them, therefore finding negative examples is easy.
Practical experience also indicates that the boundary between pedestrians and
non-pedestrians is very complicated.

Since the margin can only be approached finely from one side, algorithms can

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:D%C3%A9tection_de_personne_-_exemple_3.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Indif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Milwaukee_(WIS)_N_5th_St_%22_Tree,_Rain,_Wind_%22_Pedestrian_1.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Milwaukee_(WIS)_N_5th_St_%22_Tree,_Rain,_Wind_%22_Pedestrian_1.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/people/44613506@N07
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
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Figure 6.4: Margin error for the heart function. Red dots have a high error.
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learn to identify not-a-pedestrian quite accurately. State-of-the-art algorithms
misclassify not-a-pedestrian as a pedestrian in fewer than one in 1000 images,
yet they miss more than 1 in 200 pedestrians [42].

In the author’s experience, most computer vision classification algorithms
produce substantial numbers of false negatives even when classifying samples
from a proper binary sample space.

Example 6.5. Cameras have a limited resolution and are not able to distinguish
objects over a certain range. When samples are sufficiently small (i.e. they have
very few pixels), the binary sample space is not proper. Analysing when a
sample space is no longer proper using the resolution of the sensor is possibly
a way to decouple aleatoric uncertainty from the stochastic behaviours of a
machine learning algorithm when evaluating classification functions that work
with sensor data.

Definition 6.6. A conservative binary classifier is a binary classifier that
will produce extremely few false positives. A liberal binary classifier is a
binary classifier that will produce extremely few false negatives.

A liberal detection is a sample identified as positive by a liberal binary
classifier but not by a corresponding conservative binary classifier. Therefore
a liberal detection is likely to be a false positive, or a misclassification of a
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negative as a positive. The liberal detection region is the region where liberal
detections occur.

Example 6.7. Given a proper binary sample space Ω and a corresponding pair
Cc(x), Cl(x) of a conservative and a liberal binary classifier, any cycle cp ∈ BpΩ
will be inside the liberal detection region of Ω.

6.2 Discrete Morse Complexes on Images
Grayscale images are a discretised projection of the luminance of the camera’s
viewfield. Since many objects have a homogeneous colour pattern, pixels rep-
resenting the same object will usually have similar values. Therefore, it makes
sense using the pixel values as a proximity measure.

In this section, we will introduce the Discrete Morse complex, a complex
produced from a set of pixels (or voxels, in 3D) and a luminosity (grayscale
pixel value) function. In particular, the Discrete Morse complex implements a
sublevel filtration (see 5.24) using the grayscale values and provides an easy way
to calculate the persistence module via the homology of a complex generated
from a grayscale image using its open stars. This section is a brief summary
of the theory in [36]. Theorems, definitions and algorithms are from [36] unless
otherwise mentioned. Implementations of the algorithms in this section can
be found in the diamorse repository (see Acknowledgements) by the Australian
National University.

Example 6.8. [16] Let I be a 2D grayscale digital image, with pixels {pij , 0 ≤
i < height, 0 ≤ j < width} and the grayscale function g mapping a pixel to its
grayscale value. Let K(I) be the cubical complex with vertices at positions α
= (i, j, pij). Then Kt(I) is the sublevel complex {α : g(pij) ≤ t}.

Defined this way, a 0-cell is a vertex, a 1-cell is the edge between two vertices
differing in one dimension and a 2-cell is a square with sides of length one,
connecting two vertices in its diagonals.

We introduce the notation α < β for α, β ∈ K(I) if α is a face of β. We
say that β is a coface of α. Just like we have cycles of boundaries, where a
boundary maps a simplex to its faces, we have cocycles of coboundaries, where
a coboundary maps a simplex to its cofaces.

With this motivation, we will proceed to define the cells of K(I) and algo-
rithms to find them, given a grayscale function over some 2D image. In [36]
there is, additionally, a version for 3D images, that can be had with only minor
modifications.
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Definition 6.9. A function f : K → R is a discrete Morse function if for
every αp ∈ K,

|{βp+1 > α|f(β) ≤ f(α)}| ≤ 1

|{γp−1 < α|f(γ) ≤ f(α)}| ≤ 1

A cell αp is critical if all cofaces take strictly greater values and all faces
are strictly lower.

Definition 6.10. A discrete vector field V is a collection of pairs {αp <
βp+1} of cells in K such that each cell is in at most once pair of V. A discrete
Morse function defines a vector field by pairing αp < βp+1 whenever f(β) ≤
f(α). The critical cells are precisely those that do not appear in any pair.
Discrete vector fields arising in this way are called gradient vector fields.

We expand the notion that the vector fields V are some kind of gradient, by
defining a V -path, or a sequence of cells.

Definition 6.11. A V-path is a sequence of cells αp
0, β

p+1
0 , αp

1, β
p
1 , ..., β

p+1
r−1 , α

p
r

where (αi, βi) ∈ V, βi > αi+1 and αi+1 ̸= αi for all i = 0, ..., r − 1 A V-path is
a non-trivial closed V-path if αr = α0 for r ≥ 1.

Theorem 6.12. A Discrete Vector Field is the Gradient Vector Field of a
discrete Morse function iff there are no non-trivial closed V-paths.

The last theorem essentially ties together the Morse complex with the filtra-
tions that we want to use, so we can rigorously define persistence modules on
our image. To do this, we follow the procedure below.

Definition 6.13. Let Cp(K(I),Z2) be the group of p-chains with Z2-coefficients
in the complex K(I) formed over some grayscale image I. Let Mp ⊆ Cp(K,Z2)
be the subgroup generated by the critical p-cells. Define a boundary map ∂p :
Mp →Mp−1 as follows: For any critical p-cell β,

∂p(β) =
∑

α∈Mp−1

cα,βα

where cα,β =

{
1, |Γ(β, α)| is odd,
0, |Γ(β, α)| is even.

(6.1)

and Γ(β, α) is the set of all V-paths from β to α.
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Algorithm 1 Process Lower Stars [36]
1: function ProcessLowerStars(D, g)
2: D ← digital image pixels
3: g ← grayscale values on pixels
4: Returns C ← critical cells
5: Returns V ← discrete vector field V [αp] = βp+1

6: for v ∈ D do
7: if L(v) = {v} then
8: C.append(v)
9: else

10: δ ← the 1-cell in L(v) such that G(δ) is minimal
11: V [v]← δ
12: Add all other 1-cells from L(v) to PQZero
13: for α ∈ L(V ) : α > δ and numUnpairedFaces(α) = 1 do
14: PQOne.pushBack(α)
15: end for
16: while PQOne ̸= ∅ or PQZero ̸= ∅ do
17: while PQOne ̸= ∅ do
18: α← PQOne.popFront()
19: if numUnpairedFaces(α) = 0 then
20: PQZero.pushBack(α)
21: else
22: V [pair(α)]← α
23: PQZero.delete(pair(α))
24: for β in L(v) : β > α or β > pair(α) do
25: if numUnpairedFaces(β) = 1 then
26: PQOne.pushBack(β)
27: end if
28: end for
29: end if
30: end while
31: if PQZero ̸= ∅ then
32: γ ← PQZero.popFront()
33: C.pushBack(γ)
34: for α ∈ L(v) : α > γ and numUnpairedFaces(α) = 1 do
35: PQOne.pushBack(α)
36: end for
37: end if
38: end while
39: end if
40: end for
41: end function
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Theorem 6.14. Let Mp be the chain group of critical p-cells. Then the Morse
Chain Complex

0→Mn →∂n Mn−1 →∂n−1 ...→∂1 M0 → 0

calculates the homology of K, i.e. Hp(M,∂) ∼= Hp(K,Z2).

The algorithms, ProcessLowerStars and ExtractMorseComplex, together
find the cells in a complex generated from a grayscale (or monochrome) image.
We introduce three helper functions that are used in the algorithms.

1. L(v) = {α ∈ K|v ∈ α and g(v) = maxy∈αg(y)}

2. numUnpairedFaces(α) = |{γ < α : γ ̸∈ C, V }| where C, V are input
arguments to ExtractMorseComplex.

3. G(α) = sorted(g(x), g(y1), ..., g(yp)) where (x, y1, ..., yp) are the vertices
of α and g(x) > g(yi), i ∈ Zp.

Note that we assume that one vertex of α (we denote this vertex with x) is
special - this arrangement helps keep the algorithm stable.

To run the algorithm, we first apply ProcessLowerStars on the pixels, to
extract the stars that we need to reconstruct the complex (recall the Realisation
Theorem). We then apply ExtractMorseComplex to the stars to construct the
discrete Morse complex. In Robins, there is another version of ProcessLower-
Stars that runs faster [36]. Additionally, there exist parallel implementations
that speed up computations further [7].

6.3 Techniques for vectorising Persistence Mod-
ules

Persistence Modules tell us many things about the object we want to study.
However, they are difficult to use for image classification, owing to the fact that
most classification algorithms expect a fixed-dimensional input. Therefore, we
will introduce two methods to vectorise persistence modules, i.e. turn them into
fixed-length vectors. Both these methods build on persistence diagrams. The
PDF to Persistence Diagram module is Lipschitz Stable, therefore vectorisations
can also be made Lipschitz Stable, if due care is taken. Lipschitz stability
intuitively means that the function will not ’blow up’ in finite time - the growth
of the persistence diagram is constrained by the growth in the Wasserstein-
1 distance. Persistence diagrams are also useful if one wants to visualise the
persistent homology.
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Algorithm 2 ExtractMorseComplex [36]
function ExtractMorseComplex(K, V, C)

2: K ← cubical complex
V ← discrete vector field on K

4: C ← critical cells of V
Returns M ← Cells in the Morse Chain Complex (MCC)

6: Returns Facelist← List of cell adjacencies of the MCC
for p ∈ {0, 1, 2} do

8: for γp ∈ C do
Create a new p-cell γ̂ ∈M

10: if p > 0 then
for αp−1 < γp do

12: if V [α] ̸= ∅ then
QBfs.pushBack(α)

14: end if
end for

16: while QBfs ̸= ∅ do
α← QBfs.popFront()

18: βp ← V [α]
for δp−1 < βp : δ ̸= α do

20: if δ ∈ C then
Facelist[γ̂].pushBack(δ̂)

22: else if V [δ] ̸= ∅ then
QBfs.pushBack(δ)

24: end if
end for

26: end while
end if

28: end for
end for

30: end function
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6.3.1 Persistence Images

Figure 6.5: A persistence image generated from CUB-200-2011

Adams et al [2] propose using a differentiable probability distribution and a
weighing function to map the contribution of each birth-persistence coordinate
to an image. The process is essentially smoothing the contribution of each
coordinate over a few pixels in the image, so the model is not as sensitive to
noise. This image is then fed into a traditional image classifier, that predicts
the class of the object.

This thesis uses a setup very similar to Adams. Let B be a Persistence
Module containing birth-death coordinates. First, the coordinates are mapped
to birth-persistence coordinates by a linear map T (x, y) = (x, y − x). Then
the contribution of each u ∈ T (B) is mapped to a surface using a Gaussian
gu(x, y) centred on u and a weighting function f(u) that is continuous, piecewise
differentiable and zero along the horizontal axis. The variance σ2 of the Gaussian
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is a tunable hyperparameter.
The persistence surface is then defined as

ρB(z) =
∑

u∈T (B)

f(u)gu(z), z ∈ R2

and the persistence image of B is an integral over an area of width and
height 2n+ 1 in the persistence surface, thus for each pixel p of the image,

I(ρB)p =

∫ p+n

p−n

∫ p+n

p−n

ρBdydx

.
Finally, the persistence image is classified using any image classifier, such as

a Support Vector Machine, a regression model or a neural network [2].
As shown in [2], the difference between two persistence surfaces is bounded

by the Wasserstein-distance between the persistence diagrams that generated
them. This means we do not expect the surface to suddenly jump, if we were
to slightly change the persistence module. This is important, since noise can
and does give rise to slightly different persistence diagrams every time we draw
a new sample from our underlying PDF.

Thus, we claim that the Persistence Image transformation is Lipschitz Stable.
To prove this, we first need a lemma that bounds the difference between the
Gaussian-weight function products. This lemma is proven in Adams [2].

Lemma 6.15. [2] For u, v ∈ R2, let gu, gv be two normalised Gaussian functions
and let f be a function that is continuous, piecewise differentiable and zero along
the horizontal axis. Then

||f(u)gu − f(v)gv||1 ≤

(
|∆f |+

√
2

π

min(f(u), f(v))

σ

)
||u− v||2

Theorem 6.16. [2] ρB(z) is stable with respect to the Wasserstein-1 metric,
i.e.

||ρB − ρB′ ||1 ≤

(
√
5|∆f |+

√
10

π

||f ||∞
σ

W1(B,B′)

)

Proof. Since B and B′ are finite, let γ : B → B′ be a matching between B and
B′ that achieves the minimum Wasserstein-1 distance. Then
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||ρB − ρB′ || =

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑

u∈T (B)

f(u)gu −
∑

u∈T (B)

f(γ(u))gγ(u)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

≤
∑

u∈T (B)

||f(u)gu − f(γ(u))gγ(u)||1

≤

(
|∆f |+

√
2

π
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6.3.2 Topological Signature Neural Network Layers
Persistence Diagrams generated from similar persistence modules only look a
little different. Holes that appear and disappear at around the same time in
the modules will only differ a few coordinates. Therefore, given two persistence
diagrams generated from similar persistence modules they should have a low
Wasserstein difference. Hofer et al [25] exploits this to create a neural network
layer that maps persistence diagrams generated from the same sample type to
nearby points in R. This map is also Lipschitz stable.

In [25], all persistence diagrams in D are rotated by π/4 by the function ϱ.
The idea is then to project each point in the persistence diagram to the real line
through some point. This point is a learnable parameter and the network will
try to find a distribution of points so as to create the greatest difference in the
projected values between each class of objects.

We define the component function in the exponential projection as
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sµ,σ,v((x, y)) =


e−σ2

0(x−µ0)
2−σ2

1(y−µ1)
2

y ∈ [v,∞)

e−σ2
0(x−µ0)

2−σ2
1(ln(

y
v )v+v−µ1)

2

y ∈ (0, v)

0 y = 0

where σ = (σ0, σ1) ∈ R+ × R+, v ∈ R+ and µ = (µ0, µ1) ∈ R × R+. The
exponential projection of a persistence diagram is then

Sµi,σi,v : D→ R = D → σx ∈ Dsµ,σ,v(ϱ(x))
Then, for Θ = (µi, σi)

N
i=0 with N ∈ N, the projection layer

SΘ,v : D→ RN
≥0 = D → (Sµi,σi,v((D)))N−1

i=0

is the concatenation of all N mappings.
We note that sµ,σ,v is differentiable on R× R+, since

lim
x→v+

∂y

∂y
(x) = 1 = lim

x→v−

∂(ln(yv )v + v)

∂y
(x) = lim

x→v−

v

x

Also note that sµ,σ,v is Lipschitz continuous, and therefore Lipschitz stable.
We will not prove that here but refer the interested reader to Hofer [25].

6.3.3 Implementation
The two classification algorithms described above were evaluated on Caltech
Birds 200-2011 dataset, a public dataset that is commonly used to test image
classification algorithms. The Caltech Birds 200-2011 dataset is a collection of
pictures of 200 bird species [40]. It is difficult to classify, since there are only
some 60 examples of each kind of bird. The examples are also very diverse.
Nonetheless, recent papers have described algorithms able to classify 65.0 %
[35] and 90.3 % [24] of the pictures correctly. To the author’s knowledge, this is
the first time a persistent homology-based algorithm is used on this particular
dataset.

Both the method in [2] and [25] were implemented using code presented
with the papers. The code was modified to accept data from the CUB-200-2011
[40] dataset. The Persistence Image function was modified to use the arctan
weighting function proposed in [28].

As one can see in the example persistence image (Figure 6.3.1), the method in
[2] does not generate images with very distinguishable features. The persistence
images are incredibly difficult to classify, both for a human and algorithmically.
Typically, the persistence modules are very noisy (see Figure 5.2) as the filtra-
tions contain many small regions that disappear quickly. The reddish-yellowish
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Figure 6.6: Red-winged Blackbird, by Walter Siegmund, licensed under CC
BY-SA 3.0 [38]

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Agelaius_phoeniceus_0110_taxo.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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band at the bottom of the image is the image of these short-lived regions and
the dark blue band stretching from the bottom to the top left corner is from
regions with slightly longer lifetimes. However, they are not very distinct. This
difficult representation, lacking remarkable features, coupled with the fact that
there are 200 categories of birds in the dataset, means that the algorithm could
only classify 2.07 % of the birds correctly, with the best hyperparameters found.

Since the model in [25] had an order-of-magnitude higher performance, this
model was modified to accept RGB images. Images were loaded, histogram-
normalised to account for light conditions, cropped according to the instructions
in [40] and then either merged into one grayscale image or split into three
monochrome images. Persistence modules were then generated. The neural
network used only the zeroth persistence module, since this module was likely
to capture the kind of distinctive markings that are present on many birds (for
instance the Red-winged blackbird, Figure 6.3.3).

The colour channels were added stacked sequentially in a SLayer. Instead
of receiving 32 grayscale persistence diagrams, the layer would receive 32 red
persistence diagrams, followed by 32 green and 32 blue ones. Therefore the
model was likely to see an artificially large jump in the Wasserstein distance at
the shift between colour channels. This was done to save time, since the neural
network should be able to disregard this discrepancy in the model. To account
for the great number of classes, the later layers in the network were widened.
After the Sequential layer, the Linear, BatchNorm, Dropout and final output
layers are ten times as wide as in the original model. The modified model thus
has 200 output layers.

To test whether simply widening the network led to a performance boost, an
RGB network was fed three copies of 32 persistence diagrams, generated from
the same grayscale image. The diagrams were stacked so that the first copy
replaced the red persistence diagrams and so on.

6.3.4 Results
The Topological Signatures model in Hofer [25] overall produced good results.
However, all three networks failed to converge with all combinations of param-
eters tried. Therefore, to evaluate the relative performance of the classifiers at
each interpolation scale, the top classification result achieved during 30 epochs
was selected for each scale and classifier. This result was generally achieved
after 10-20 epochs.

The RGB network outperformed the Grayscale network at nearly every in-
terpolation size. It also mostly outperformed the Widened Grayscale network,
although the effect tapered off as the interpolated images were made wider. In
particular, at 300x300 pixels, the RGB network achieved peak classification per-
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Figure 6.7: Performance of RGB (blue) vs Grayscale (gray) network
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formance, at 48.26 %, the Widened Grayscale network achieved 44.05 % and the
Grayscale network achieved 40.92 %, just below its peak of 42.24 % at 200x200
pixels.

Interestingly, the RGB network performed especially well with smaller inter-
polated pictures. Computing smaller images is much faster, since the persistent
homology algorithm scales linearly with the number of pixels in the input im-
age. Therefore, computing several smaller persistence modules is cheaper than
doubling the interpolated image size. The 32x32 RGB network outperformed
the 64x64 Grayscale network at 38.63 % vs 35.22 % despite being faster to com-
pute. This indicates that RGB networks could be especially useful in realtime
applications.

6.4 Conclusion
This thesis has given a self-contained description of persistent homology and its
application to image classification. It has demonstrated that persistent homol-
ogy is a powerful method for image classification, since it can handle notori-
ously difficult datasets. Further, it has demonstrated that there is information
in the different colour channels of an RGB image, that can improve the perfor-
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Figure 6.8: Performance of RGB (blue) vs Widened Grayscale (red) network
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mance of persistent homology-based classifiers, particularly at computationally
cheaper low-image resolutions. This is valuable if one wants to build a real-time
or almost-real-time system for image classification, since computing several per-
sistent homologies on small images is cheaper than computing one on a large
image.

6.4.1 Future work
The investigation in this thesis clearly demonstrates that the proposed method
works. However, the results could possibly be improved both by theoretical
improvements to the model and by intelligent preprocessing of the images. Ad-
ditionally, ecological aspects could be investigated, for instance whether the
algorithm generally classifies birds according to the correct family or not. This
in particular could be investigated on a larger, or more adapted dataset where
family information is available.

In this implementation, no distinction was made between differing colours in
the persistence diagram projection step. All persistence diagrams were simply
stacked and fed into the neural network layer. This means that the Wasserstein
distance does not have its usual meaning when the colour channel changes, since
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Figure 6.9: Performance of Grayscale (gray) vs Widened Grayscale (red) net-
work
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we are effectively comparing two different homologies generated from different
(although strongly correlated) PDFs. A sounder model would be to use one
SLayer for each colour channel and then fusing the result, using a pooling or
concatenation later. Secondly, the network was made wider than in [25] without
any investigation in what the optimal network width is. Results from the wide
grayscale network indicate that the network might actually be too wide. Thirdly,
only the 0-homology was used in the model; it is likely the 1-homology provides
additional information.

In the preprocessing step, the only types of normalisation investigated were
none and histogram normalisation. Also, bilinear interpolation into square
patches was the only interpolation method attempted. There is a relationship
between interpolation size and classification performance, but it is not fully
investigated.

There were also issues with the network architecture itself. First, the network
did not converge reliably. Instead it peaked at some early epoch, usually between
epoch 5 and 15. Changes to momentum (from 0 to 0.7) and learning rate (from
0.2 to 0.02) did not significantly affect convergence. This could perhaps be
remedied with a different optimiser, other architectures, or it might be related
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to one of the factors in the preprocessing. It might also be that the data set
is simply too small and this particular approach requires more training data to
generalise successfully. Therefore the model should be tested with a different
dataset.

Beyond the network itself, there are issues with the data that could be
investigated. The images in [40] have varying backgrounds, including trees,
grass, sky and water. Therefore, segmenting the birds and then generating
persistence modules could give a better classification performance, as it discards
these external factors.

One could also investigate higher-dimension representations of colour im-
ages. The model investigated in this thesis completely disregarded the fact
that there might be information in how the colour layers relate to one another.
Simply stacking the images in a 5D tensor would require prohibitive amounts
of memory; the resulting tensor would also be very sparse. But by simply
considering the three colour channels as a 5-dimensional tensor, with a very
compressed architecture, it will be possible to apply ProcessLowerStars and
ExtractMorseComplex. Correctly implemented, the algorithm should have a
similar runtime performance (O(n)) while being much more memory efficient.
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Appendix A

Code

The code linked here is highly experimental and it is intended as a reference
only. It may need some tinkering to work on a new system. All code is also
available in a git repository, https://github.com/JohanByttner/thesis_code.

A.1 Load Data (CUB-200-2011)

# Copyright (c) 2019 Wolf Byttner
#
# This file is part of the code implementing the thesis
# "Classifying RGB Images with multi-colour Persistent Homology".
#
# This file is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

published
# by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License,

or
# (at your option) any later version.
#
# This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
# GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License
# along with this file. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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import os
from imageio import imread
import tarfile
from urllib.request import urlretrieve

data_path = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'Data', 'CUB_200_2011')

def setup_data_folder():
data_folder = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'Data')
if not os.path.exists(data_folder):

os.makedirs(data_folder)

def download_birds_data():
url = 'http://www.vision.caltech.edu/'
url += 'visipedia-data/CUB-200-2011/CUB_200_2011.tgz'
tarball = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'Data/CUB_200_2011.tgz')
target_directory = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'Data')

setup_data_folder()
if os.path.exists(data_path):

return

filename, headers = urlretrieve(url, tarball)

tar = tarfile.open(tarball)
tar.extractall(path=target_directory)
tar.close()

def load_images_list(path):
images_path = os.path.join(path, 'images.txt')
images = {}
f = open(images_path, 'r')
for line in f.read().split("\n"):

if len(line) < 1:
continue

image_id, image_path = line.split(" ")
images[image_id] = image_path

f.close()
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return images

def load_bounding_boxes(path):
bounding_boxes_path = os.path.join(path, 'bounding_boxes.txt')
boxes = {}
f = open(bounding_boxes_path, 'r')
for line in f.read().split("\n"):

if len(line) < 1:
continue

image_id, x, y, width, height = line.split(" ")
boxes[image_id] = [x, y, width, height]

f.close()
return boxes

def load_class_labels(path):
class_labels_path = os.path.join(path, 'image_class_labels.txt')
labels = {}
f = open(class_labels_path, 'r')
for line in f.read().split("\n"):

if len(line) < 1:
continue

image_id, image_label = line.split(" ")
labels[image_id] = int(image_label)

f.close()
return labels

def load_categories(labels):
categories = list(set(labels.values()))
return categories

def load_training_data_labels(path):
training_class_labels_path = os.path.join(path,

'train_test_split.txt')
training_labels = {}
f = open(training_class_labels_path, 'r')
for line in f.read().split("\n"):

if len(line) < 1:
continue

image_id, image_label = line.split(" ")
training_labels[image_id] = bool(int(image_label))
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f.close()
return training_labels

download_birds_data()
images = load_images_list(data_path)
boxes = load_bounding_boxes(data_path)
labels = load_class_labels(data_path)
categories = load_categories(labels)
training_data_labels = load_training_data_labels(data_path)

def load_bounding_box_image(image_id):
image_path = os.path.join(data_path, 'images', images[image_id])
x, y, width, height = map(int, map(float, boxes[image_id]))
image = imread(image_path)
try:

bounded_image = image[x:x + width, y:y + height, :]
except IndexError:

bounded_image = image[x:x + width, y:y + height]
return bounded_image

A.2 Compute Persistence

# Copyright (c) 2019 Wolf Byttner
#
# This file is part of the code implementing the thesis
# "Classifying RGB Images with multi-colour Persistent Homology".
#
# This file is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

published
# by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License,

or
# (at your option) any later version.
#
# This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
# GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
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# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License

# along with this file. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

from diamorse.python import persistence
from imageio import imread
import datetime
import netCDF4 as nc4
import sys
import os
import scipy
import scipy.misc
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
from collections import defaultdict
from math import pi, e, atan
from functools import reduce, partial
from sklearn import svm, linear_model, neural_network
import pickle
from persim.persim import images as persim
import multiprocessing
import types
from operator import itemgetter
from birds_data import images, labels, categories, \

data_path, training_data_labels, \
boxes, load_bounding_box_image

def create_netcdf_from_image_id(image_id, path, images, boxes, out_path):
image_id = str(image_id)
time = [datetime.datetime(2000, 10, 1, 1, val) for val in range(60)]
if not os.path.exists(out_path + images[image_id]):

os.makedirs(out_path + images[image_id])
print(images[image_id])
image_orig = load_bounding_box_image(image_id)
image_interp = scipy.misc.imresize(image_orig,

(interp_width, interp_height, 3),
interp='bilinear')

try:
image = (np.sum(image_interp, axis=2) // 3)

except Exception as e:
print(e)
image = image_interp
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image_histogram, bins = np.histogram(image.flatten(), 256,
density=True)

cdf = image_histogram.cumsum() # cumulative distribution function
cdf = 255 * cdf / cdf[-1] # normalize

# use linear interpolation of cdf to find new pixel values
image_equalized = np.interp(image.flatten(), bins[:-1], cdf)

image = image_equalized.reshape(image.shape)

nc_path = os.path.join(out_path, images[image_id], interp_str +
'img.nc')

nc = nc4.Dataset(nc_path, 'w', format='NETCDF3_CLASSIC')
x_dim = 'x_dim'
y_dim = 'y_dim'
z_dim = 'z_dim'
dims = image.shape
nc.createDimension(x_dim, dims[0])
nc.createDimension(y_dim, dims[1])
nc.createDimension(z_dim, 1)
pic = nc.createVariable('IMP', 'f4', (x_dim, y_dim, z_dim))
print(image_orig.shape)
print(image.shape)
pic[:, :, 0] = (np.sum(image, axis=2) // 3)
nc.close()
return nc_path

class diamorse_options:
def __init__(self, infile):

self.betti = True
self.threshold = 1
self.infile = infile
self.field = bytes('', 'utf-8')

def persistent_homology_from_image_id(image_id, path, images,
boxes, out_path,
save_pickle, load_pickle):

pickle_path = os.path.join(out_path, images[image_id],
interp_str + 'dump.pickle')

if load_pickle and os.path.exists(pickle_path):
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with open(pickle_path, 'rb') as f:
pairs = pickle.load(f)

else:
nc_path = create_netcdf_from_image_id(image_id, path, images,

boxes, out_path)
nc_path = bytes(nc_path, 'utf-8')
opts = diamorse_options(nc_path)

pairs = persistence.fromVolumeFile(nc_path, opts)
if save_pickle:

with open(str(pickle_path), 'wb') as f:
pickle.dump(pairs, f)

return pairs

def compute_persim_from_image_id(image_id, settings, transformer):
persistence_pairs = persistent_homology_from_image_id(image_id,

settings.data_path,
settings.images,
settings.boxes,
settings.out_path,
settings.save_pickle,
settings.load_pickle)

diagrams = [[], []]
for pair in persistence_pairs:

if pair[1] == float('inf'):
continue

diagrams[pair[2]].append((pair[0], pair[1]))
persistence_images = transformer.transform(diagrams)
return persistence_images[0].flatten() +

persistence_images[1].flatten()

def get_training_data_for_labels(label_list, labels,
training_data_labels):
training_labels = defaultdict(list)
test_labels = defaultdict(list)
for image_label in labels:

if labels[image_label] in label_list:
if training_data_labels[image_label]:

training_labels[labels[image_label]].append(image_label)
else:

test_labels[labels[image_label]].append(image_label)
return training_labels, test_labels
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def create_persistence_image_and_label(payload):
image_id, settings, transformer = payload
try:

sample = (compute_persim_from_image_id(image_id, settings,
transformer),

settings.labels[str(image_id)], image_id)
except Exception as e:

print(e)
sample = (None, None, image_id)

return sample

def weighting(self, landscape=None, print_self=False,
print_compact=False):
C = 0.5
p = 2
if print_self:

if print_compact:
return "C({})_p({})".format(C, p)

else:
print("C: {}, p: {}".format(C, p))

def arctan(interval):
return atan(C * (interval[1] - interval[0])**p)

return arctan

def create_persistence_images_and_labels(image_labels_dict, settings,
is_training=False):

transformer = persim.PersImage(settings.persistence_image_size,
spread=settings.gaussian_stddev)

transformer.weighting = weighting
data = []
label_list = []
image_id_list = []

if is_training:
dataset_str = "training/"

else:
dataset_str = "evaluation/"

cache_dir = os.path.join(settings.out_path,
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"persistence_images_" + interp_str[:-1],
(settings.cache_str() +
transformer.weighting(None, None, True, True)),
dataset_str)

if settings.load_pickle and os.path.exists(cache_dir):
with open(cache_dir + "data.pickle", 'rb') as f:

data = pickle.load(f)
with open(cache_dir + "labels.pickle", 'rb') as f:

label_list = pickle.load(f)
with open(cache_dir + "image_ids.pickle", 'rb') as f:

image_id_list = pickle.load(f)
print("Loaded {} samples from cache".format(len(image_id_list)))

image_ids = []
for key in image_labels_dict:

image_label_list = image_labels_dict[key]
for image_id in image_label_list:

if image_id in image_id_list:
continue

image_ids.append((image_id, settings, transformer))

print("Running computations on {} of {}
images".format(len(image_ids),

len(image_ids) +
len(image_id_list)))

transformer.weighting(None, None, print_self=True)
print("Starting thread pool")
with multiprocessing.Pool() as pool:

persistence_images_with_labels = \
pool.map(create_persistence_image_and_label, image_ids)

for image, label, image_id in persistence_images_with_labels:
if label is None:

continue
data.append(image)
label_list.append(label)
image_id_list.append(image_id)

if settings.save_pickle:
if not os.path.exists(cache_dir):

os.makedirs(cache_dir)
with open(cache_dir + "data.pickle", 'wb') as f:

pickle.dump(data, f)
with open(cache_dir + "labels.pickle", 'wb') as f:

pickle.dump(label_list, f)
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with open(cache_dir + "image_ids.pickle", 'wb') as f:
pickle.dump(image_id_list, f)

return data, label_list

class prediction_evaluator:
def __init__(self):

self.correct = 0
self.existing = 0

def add_prediction(self, prediction, truth):
if prediction == truth:

self.correct += 1
self.existing += 1

def correctness(self):
return self.correct / self.existing

def __repr__(self):
return "({}, {})".format(str(self.correct), str(self.existing))

def evaluate_data_with_model(payload):
correctness = defaultdict(prediction_evaluator)
training_data, training_labels, test_data, test_labels, clf = payload
clf.fit(training_data, training_labels)
predicted_labels = clf.predict(test_data)
for i in range(len(predicted_labels)):

correctness[test_labels[i]].add_prediction(predicted_labels[i],
test_labels[i])

agg_true = 0
agg_correct = 0
for label in correctness:

agg_correct += correctness[label].correct
agg_true += correctness[label].existing

return (agg_correct/agg_true, clf)

def handle_model_timeout(payload):
try:

return evaluate_data_with_model(payload)
except multiprocessing.TimeoutError:

clf = payload[-1]
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return (0, clf)

def evaluate_data(training_data, training_labels, test_data,
test_labels):
max_iter = 3000
classifiers = []

# It is easier to just test everything.
classifiers.append(

linear_model.LogisticRegression(random_state=0,
solver='newton-cg',

multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegression(random_state=0,

solver='lbfgs',
multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegression(random_state=0,

solver='liblinear',
multi_class='ovr'))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegression(random_state=0,

solver='liblinear',
multi_class='ovr', penalty='l1',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegression(random_state=0, solver='sag',

multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegression(random_state=0, solver='saga',

multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegressionCV(random_state=0,

solver='newton-cg',
multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
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linear_model.LogisticRegressionCV(random_state=0,
solver='lbfgs',

multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegressionCV(random_state=0,

solver='liblinear',
multi_class='ovr',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegressionCV(random_state=0,

solver='liblinear',
multi_class='ovr', penalty='l1',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegressionCV(random_state=0,

solver='sag',
multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(
linear_model.LogisticRegressionCV(random_state=0,

solver='saga',
multi_class='multinomial',
max_iter=max_iter))

classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='adam',
random_state=0,
activation='identity'))

classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='adam',
random_state=0,
activation='logistic'))

classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='adam',
random_state=0,
activation='tanh'))

classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='adam',
random_state=0,
activation='relu'))

classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='lbfgs',
random_state=0,
activation='identity'))

classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='lbfgs',
random_state=0,
activation='logistic'))
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classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='lbfgs',
random_state=0,
activation='tanh'))

classifiers.append(neural_network.MLPClassifier(solver='lbfgs',
random_state=0,
activation='relu'))

classifiers.append(svm.LinearSVC(multi_class="crammer_singer",
random_state=0, penalty='l1',
dual=False))

classifiers.append(svm.LinearSVC(multi_class="crammer_singer",
random_state=0, penalty='l2'))

classifiers.append(svm.LinearSVC(multi_class="ovr", random_state=0,
penalty='l1', dual=False))

classifiers.append(svm.LinearSVC(multi_class="ovr", random_state=0,
penalty='l2'))

classifiers.append(svm.SVC(kernel='linear', random_state=0))
classifiers.append(svm.SVC(gamma='scale', random_state=0))

payloads = []
for classifier in classifiers:

payloads.append((training_data, training_labels, test_data,
test_labels, classifier))

print("Starting Model Evaluation")
classification_rates = []

async_jobs = []
with multiprocessing.Pool() as pool:

for payload in payloads:
async_jobs.append(pool.apply_async(handle_model_timeout,

(payload,)))
for async_job in async_jobs:

try:
classification_rates.append(async_job.get(timeout=400))

except multiprocessing.TimeoutError:
pass

except Exception as e:
pass

best_pair = sorted(classification_rates, key=itemgetter(0),
reverse=True)[0]

print("Best classifiers are ({:.2%}):".format(best_pair[0]))
print(best_pair[1])
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def evaluate_labels(label_list, settings):
training_ids, test_ids = \

get_training_data_for_labels(label_list, settings.labels,
settings.training_data_labels)

training_data, training_labels = \
create_persistence_images_and_labels(training_ids, settings,

is_training=True)
test_data, test_labels =

create_persistence_images_and_labels(test_ids,
settings)

evaluate_data(training_data, training_labels, test_data, test_labels)

class persistent_image_settings:
def __init__(self, images, boxes, out_path, data_path,

labels, training_data_labels,
persistence_image_size, gaussian_stddev):

self.images = images
self.boxes = boxes
self.out_path = out_path
self.data_path = data_path
self.labels = labels
self.training_data_labels = training_data_labels
self.persistence_image_size = persistence_image_size
self.gaussian_stddev = gaussian_stddev

def weight_function(self, z):
return min(z[1]/200, 200)

gaussian_var = 0.2
grid_step = 10
grid_width = 20
save_pickle = True
load_pickle = False

def cache_str(self):
pi_string = "pi({}_{})_".format(*self.persistence_image_size)
return pi_string + "stddev({})_".format(self.gaussian_stddev)

interp_width = 200
interp_height = 200
interp_str = "{}x{}_".format(interp_width, interp_height) if \
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(interp_width or interp_height) else ""

print("Interpolation:", interp_str[:-1])
for stddev in [0.5, 1, 1.5, 2]:

out_p = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), "tmp/")
pi_settings = persistent_image_settings(images, boxes, out_p,

data_path,
labels, training_data_labels,
persistence_image_size=(128, 128),
gaussian_stddev=stddev)

evaluate_labels(list(range(1, 201)), pi_settings)

A.3 Rotated Persistence Diagrams

# Original work Copyright (c) 2019 Christoph Hofer
# Modified work Copyright (c) 2019 Wolf Byttner
#
# This file is part of the code implementing the thesis
# "Classifying RGB Images with multi-colour Persistent Homology".
#
# This file is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

published
# by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License,

or
# (at your option) any later version.
#
# This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
# GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License
# along with this file. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

import scipy
import skimage.morphology
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import multiprocessing
import os
import sys
import numpy as np

from birds_data import images, labels, categories, \
training_data_labels, \
load_bounding_box_image

from chofer_nips2017.src.sharedCode.provider import Provider

sys.path.append(os.path.join(os.getcwd(), "chofer_nips2017",
"tda-toolkit"))

from pershombox import calculate_discrete_NPHT_2d

colours = ['red', 'green', 'blue']

def threshold_diagram(persistence_diagram):
t = 0.01
return [pdgm for pdgm in persistence_diagram if pdgm[1] - pdgm[0] >

t]

def calculate_npht_2d(monochrome_image, directions):
label_map, count = skimage.morphology.label(monochrome_image,

neighbors=4,
background=0,
return_num=True)

volumes = [np.count_nonzero(label_map == (i + 1)) for i in
range(count)]

arg_max = np.argmax(volumes)
label_image = (label_map == (arg_max + 1))
label_image = np.ndarray.astype(label_image, bool)
return calculate_discrete_NPHT_2d(label_image, directions)

def calculate_rotated_diagrams(monochrome_image, directions):
diagrams = {}
error = None
npht = calculate_npht_2d(monochrome_image, directions)
diagrams_dim_0 = [threshold_diagram(dgm[0]) for dgm in npht]
diagrams_dim_1 = [threshold_diagram(dgm[1]) for dgm in npht]
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for direction, dgm_0, dgm_1 in zip(range(directions),
diagrams_dim_0, diagrams_dim_1):

if len(dgm_0) == 0:
error = 'Diagram is degenerage'
break

diagrams['dim_0_dir_{}'.format(direction)] = dgm_0
diagrams['dim_1_dir_{}'.format(direction)] = dgm_1

return diagrams, error

def generate_diagram_job(arguments):
image_id = arguments['image_id']
directions = arguments['directions']
resampled_size = arguments['resampled_size']
histogram_normalised = arguments['histogram_normalised']
rgb = arguments['rgb']

result = {'label': labels[image_id], 'image_id': image_id,
'diagrams': {}}

print("Processing {}".format(image_id))
try:

image_orig = load_bounding_box_image(image_id)
if resampled_size is None:

image_resampled = image_orig
else:

image_resampled = scipy.misc.imresize(image_orig,
(*resampled_size, 3),
interp='bilinear')

if histogram_normalised:
image_histogram, bins =

np.histogram(image_resampled.flatten(),
256, density=True)

cdf = image_histogram.cumsum() # cumulative distribution
function

cdf = 255 * cdf / cdf[-1] # normalize

# use linear interpolation of cdf to find new pixel values
image_equalized = np.interp(image_resampled.flatten(),

bins[:-1], cdf)

image = image_equalized.reshape(image_resampled.shape)
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else:
image = image_resampled

if rgb:
image_red = image[:, :, 0]
image_green = image[:, :, 1]
image_blue = image[:, :, 2]

for colour, monochrome_image in [('red', image_red),
('green', image_green),
('blue', image_blue)]:

diagrams, error =
calculate_rotated_diagrams(monochrome_image,

directions)
if error is None:

result['diagrams'][colour] = diagrams
else:

raise RuntimeError(error)
else:

try:
image_gray = (np.sum(image, axis=2) // 3)

except Exception: # Grayscale image to begin with
image_gray = image

monochrome_image = image_gray
diagrams, error = calculate_rotated_diagrams(monochrome_image,

directions)
if error is None:

result['diagrams']['gray'] = diagrams
else:

raise RuntimeError(error)

except Exception as e:
result['exception'] = e
print(e)

print("Returning {}".format(image_id))
return result

def get_folder_string(directions, resampled_size, output_path,
histogram_normalised):

if resampled_size is None:
folder_string = "resampled_raw_"

else:
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folder_string = "resampled_{}x{}_".format(*resampled_size)

folder_string += "directions_{}".format(directions)
if histogram_normalised:

folder_string += "_histnorm"

return os.path.join(output_path, folder_string)

def rotate_all_persistence_diagrams(directions, resampled_size,
output_path,

histogram_normalised=False, rgb=True):
if rgb:

colours = globals()['colours']
else:

colours = ['gray']
output_path = get_folder_string(directions, resampled_size,

output_path, histogram_normalised)
if not os.path.exists(output_path):

os.makedirs(output_path)

if rgb:
views = {'red': {}, 'green': {}, 'blue': {}}

else:
views = {'gray': {}}

for i in range(0, directions):
for colour in colours:

views[colour]['dim_0_dir_{}'.format(i)] = {}
views[colour]['dim_1_dir_{}'.format(i)] = {}

job_arguments = []

for category in categories:
for colour in colours:

for view in views[colour].values():
view[str(category)] = {}

for image_id in images:
arguments = {'image_id': image_id,

'directions': directions,
'resampled_size': resampled_size,
'rgb': rgb,
'histogram_normalised': histogram_normalised}

job_arguments.append(arguments)
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with multiprocessing.Pool() as pool:
errors = {}
for i, result in

enumerate(pool.imap_unordered(generate_diagram_job,
job_arguments)):

label = str(result['label'])
image_id = str(result['image_id'])

if 'exception' not in result:
for colour in colours:

for view_id, diagram in
result['diagrams'][colour].items():
views[colour][view_id][label][image_id] = diagram

else:
errors[image_id] = result['exception']

for image_id, error in errors.items():
print("{} had error {}".format(image_id, error))

print('Writing {} of {} samples to
disk'.format(len(views[colours[0]]),

len(job_arguments)))

for colour in colours:
print("Saving {}".format(colour))
provider = Provider({}, None, {})
for view_id, view_data in views[colour].items():

print(view_id)
provider.add_view(view_id, view_data)

meta_data = {'number_of_directions': directions}
provider.add_meta_data(meta_data)

provider.dump_as_h5(os.path.join(output_path, colour + '.h5'))

print("Data saved, Exiting.")

if __name__ == '__main__':
outpath = os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), 'h5images/')

rotate_all_persistence_diagrams(32, (64, 64), outpath)
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A.4 S-Layer RGB Network

# Original work Copyright (c) 2019 Christoph Hofer
# Modified work Copyright (c) 2019 Wolf Byttner
#
# This file is part of the code implementing the thesis
# "Classifying RGB Images with multi-colour Persistent Homology".
#
# This file is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

published
# by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License,

or
# (at your option) any later version.
#
# This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
# GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License
# along with this file. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import numpy as np

import sys
import os

import multiprocessing

from sklearn.preprocessing.label import LabelEncoder
from torch import optim
from torch.utils.data import SubsetRandomSampler, DataLoader
from rotated_persistence_diagrams_rgb import colours, get_folder_string
from birds_data import images, labels, categories, training_data_labels
from chofer_nips2017.src.sharedCode.provider import Provider
from chofer_nips2017.src.sharedCode.experiments import \

UpperDiagonalThresholdedLogTransform, \
pers_dgm_center_init, SLayerPHT, \
PersistenceDiagramProviderCollate
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from sklearn.model_selection import StratifiedShuffleSplit
from rotated_persistence_diagrams_rgb import

rotate_all_persistence_diagrams

sys.path.append(os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__),
"chofer_nips2017/chofer_torchex"))

import chofer_torchex.utils.trainer as tr
from chofer_torchex.utils.trainer.plugins import *

def _parameters():
return \

{
'colour_mode': 'grayscale',
'data_path': None,
'epochs': 30,
'momentum': 0.2,
'lr_start': 0.1,
'lr_ep_step': 20,
'lr_adaption': 0.5,
'test_ratio': 0.1,
'batch_size': 8,
'directions': 32,
'resampled_size': (800, 800),
'cuda': False

}

def serialise_params(params):
serial = ""
for key, val in params.items():

serial += "_{}_{}".format(key, val)
return serial

class SLayerRgbNN(torch.nn.Module):
def __init__(self, subscripted_views, directions):

super(SLayerRgbNN, self).__init__()
self.subscripted_views = subscripted_views

print(subscripted_views)
n_elements = 75
n_filters = directions
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stage_2_out = 25
n_neighbor_directions = 1

self.transform = UpperDiagonalThresholdedLogTransform(0.1)

self.pht_sl = SLayerPHT(len(subscripted_views),
n_elements,
2,
n_neighbor_directions=n_neighbor_directions,
center_init=self.transform(

pers_dgm_center_init(n_elements)),
sharpness_init=torch.ones(n_elements, 2) * 4)

self.stage_1 = []
for i in range(len(subscripted_views)):

seq = nn.Sequential()
seq.add_module('conv_1', nn.Conv1d(1 + 2 *

n_neighbor_directions,
n_filters, 1, bias=False))

seq.add_module('conv_2', nn.Conv1d(n_filters, 8, 1,
bias=False))

self.stage_1.append(seq)
self.add_module('stage_1_{}'.format(i), seq)

self.stage_2 = []
for i in range(len(subscripted_views)):

seq = nn.Sequential()
seq.add_module('linear_1', nn.Linear(n_elements, stage_2_out))
seq.add_module('batch_norm', nn.BatchNorm1d(stage_2_out))
seq.add_module('linear_2', nn.Linear(stage_2_out,

stage_2_out))
seq.add_module('relu', nn.ReLU())
seq.add_module('Dropout', nn.Dropout(0.4))

self.stage_2.append(seq)
self.add_module('stage_2_{}'.format(i), seq)

linear_1 = nn.Sequential()
linear_1.add_module('linear',

nn.Linear(len(subscripted_views) * stage_2_out,
500))

linear_1.add_module('batchnorm', torch.nn.BatchNorm1d(500))
linear_1.add_module('drop_out', torch.nn.Dropout(0.3))
self.linear_1 = linear_1
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linear_2 = nn.Sequential()
linear_2.add_module('linear', nn.Linear(500, 200))

self.linear_2 = linear_2

def forward(self, batch):
x = [batch[n] for n in self.subscripted_views]
x = [[self.transform(dgm) for dgm in view_batch] for view_batch

in x]

x = self.pht_sl(x)

x = [l(xx) for l, xx in zip(self.stage_1, x)]

x = [torch.squeeze(torch.max(xx, 1)[0]) for xx in x]

x = [l(xx) for l, xx in zip(self.stage_2, x)]

x = torch.cat(x, 1)
x = self.linear_1(x)
x = self.linear_2(x)
return x

def train_test_from_dataset(dataset,
batch_size):

sample_labels = list(dataset.sample_labels)
label_encoder = LabelEncoder().fit(sample_labels)
sample_labels = label_encoder.transform(sample_labels)

def label_remapper(label):
return int(label_encoder.transform([l])[0])

label_map = label_remapper

collate_fn = PersistenceDiagramProviderCollate(dataset,
label_map=label_map)

train_ids = np.array([label_map(image_id)
for image_id in dataset.sample_labels
if training_data_labels[image_id]])

test_ids = np.array([label_map(image_id)
for image_id in dataset.sample_labels
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if not training_data_labels[image_id]])

data_train = DataLoader(dataset,
batch_size=batch_size,
collate_fn=collate_fn,
shuffle=False,
sampler=SubsetRandomSampler(train_ids.tolist()))

data_test = DataLoader(dataset,
batch_size=batch_size,
collate_fn=collate_fn,
shuffle=False,
sampler=SubsetRandomSampler(test_ids.tolist()))

return data_train, data_test

def read_provider(data_path):
dataset = Provider(dict(), None, dict())
dataset.read_from_h5(data_path)
return dataset

def load_data(params):
rgb = params['colour_mode'] == 'rgb'
grayscale_wide = params['colour_mode'] == 'grayscale_wide'

view_name_template = 'dim_0_dir_{}'
subscripted_views = sorted([view_name_template.format(i)

for i in range(params['directions'])])
assert (str(len(subscripted_views)) in params['data_path'])

subscripted_views_colour = []
if rgb or grayscale_wide:

for colour in colours:
for view in subscripted_views:

subscripted_views_colour.append(view +
'_{}'.format(colour))

else:
subscripted_views_colour = subscripted_views

print('Loading providers')
data_paths = []
datasets = []
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if rgb or grayscale_wide:
if grayscale_wide:

print("Accuracy: Modified grayscale")
for colour in colours:

if rgb:
datasets.append(read_provider(os.path.join(params['data_path'],

colour + '.h5')))
else:

datasets.append(read_provider(os.path.join(params['data_path'],
'gray' + '.h5')))

print("Merging providers")
merged_dataset = Provider(dict(), None, dict())
for i, colour in enumerate(colours):

for view in datasets[i].data_views:
key = view + "_{}".format(colour)
merged_dataset.add_view(key, datasets[i].data_views[view])

else:
merged_dataset = read_provider(os.path.join(params['data_path'],

'gray.h5'))

print('Create data loader...')
data_train, data_test = \

train_test_from_dataset(merged_dataset,
batch_size=params['batch_size'])

return data_train, data_test, subscripted_views_colour

def setup_trainer(model, params, data_train, data_test):
optimizer = optim.SGD(model.parameters(),

lr=params['lr_start'],
momentum=params['momentum'])

loss = nn.CrossEntropyLoss()

trainer = tr.Trainer(model=model,
optimizer=optimizer,
loss=loss,
train_data=data_train,
n_epochs=params['epochs'],
cuda=params['cuda'],
variable_created_by_model=True)
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def determine_lr(self, **kwargs):
epoch = kwargs['epoch_count']
if epoch % params['lr_ep_step'] == 0:

return params['lr_start'] / 2 ** (epoch /
params['lr_ep_step'])

lr_scheduler = LearningRateScheduler(determine_lr, verbose=True)
lr_scheduler.register(trainer)

progress = ConsoleBatchProgress()
progress.register(trainer)

prediction_monitor_test = PredictionMonitor(data_test,
verbose=True,
eval_every_n_epochs=1,
variable_created_by_model=True)

prediction_monitor_test.register(trainer)
trainer.prediction_monitor = prediction_monitor_test

return trainer

def train_network(parameters):
if torch.cuda.is_available():

parameters['cuda'] = True
else:

# Let the CPU cluster chew large pieces
parameters['batch_size'] = 128

print(params)

print('Data setup...')
data_train, data_test, subscripted_views = load_data(parameters)

print("Creating network")
model = SLayerRgbNN(subscripted_views, parameters['directions'])

print("Creating trainer")
trainer = setup_trainer(model, params, data_train, data_test)

print("Running training")

trainer.run()
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print("Saving model")
model_path = os.path.join(parameters['data_path'],

"model" + serialise_params(parameters) +
".torch")

torch.save(model.state_dict(), model_path)

last_10_accuracies = \
list(trainer.prediction_monitor.accuracies.values())[-10:]

mean = np.mean(last_10_accuracies)

return mean

if __name__ == '__main__':
params = _parameters()
histogram_normalised = True
outpath = os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), 'h5images')
params['data_path'] = get_folder_string(32, params['resampled_size'],

outpath,
histogram_normalised)

if params['colour_mode'] == 'rgb':
if not os.path.exists(os.path.join(params['data_path'],

'red.h5')):
do_stuff(params['directions'], params['resampled_size'],

outpath, histogram_normalised, rgb=True)
elif params['colour_mode'] == 'grayscale' or \

params['colour_mode'] == 'grayscale_wide':
if not os.path.exists(os.path.join(params['data_path'],

'gray.h5')):
rotate_all_persistence_diagrams(params['directions'],

params['resampled_size'], outpath,
histogram_normalised, rgb=False)

else:
raise RuntimeError('Parameter colour_mode = {} not recognised!'

.format(params['colour_mode']))
mean = train_network(params)
print("Mean is {}".format(mean))

A.5 Setup code
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DIPHA_PATH=$(pwd)/dipha/dipha
PERSEUS_PATH=$(pwd)/Deps/perseus

git submodule update --init --recursive
cd chofer_nips2017
git reset --hard
sed -i "s#from chofer_torchex.nn import SLayer#from chofer_torchex.nn

import SLayerExponential as Slayer#" \
src/sharedCode/experiments.py

cd tda-toolkit
git reset --hard
cd ..
sed -i "s#dipha=#dipha=$DIPHA_PATH#"

tda-toolkit/pershombox/_software_backends/software_backends.cfg
sed -i "s#perseus=#perseus=$PERSEUS_PATH#"

tda-toolkit/pershombox/_software_backends/software_backends.cfg

git submodule update --init --recursive
cd chofer_torchex
git pull origin master

cd ../../dipha
cmake CMakeLists.txt && make

cd ..
mkdir Deps
cd Deps
wget http://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/nanda/source/perseus_4_beta.zip
unzip -u perseus_4_beta.zip
g++ Pers.cpp -O3 -fpermissive -o perseus

cd ..
touch chofer_nips2017/__init__.py
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Raw Data

B.1 S-Layer Neural Network top classification
performance

Top classification performance for different interpolated image sizes
RGB Grayscale Wide Grayscale

16 23.63 17.67 15.69
32 38.63 32.01 36.49
48 29.64 34.03 30.94
64 44.19 35.22 32.63
100 40.16 35.88 36.18
128 42.03 29.97
150 35.86 35.26 32.23
200 44.23 42.24 41.23
256 38.21 36.92 40.99
300 48.26 40.92 44.05
400 36.74 34.34 31.36
500 48.75 38.07 40.00
600 39.77 37.18 42.83
700 46.09 40.30 34.07
800 40.06 39.25
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